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JULIE OTSUKA
When the Emperor 
Was Divine
WINNER OF THE ALEX AWARD
BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE FOR 
YOUNG ADULTS

“ Exceptional. . . . Otsuka 
skillfully dramatizes a world 
suddenly foreign. . . . [Her] 
incantatory, unsentimental 
prose is the book’s greatest 
strength.” —The New Yorker
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-72181-3   
160 PAGES | $14.95 | E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILALBLE

RHIANNON NAVIN
Only Child
First-grader Zach Taylor is in his 
classroom when a gunman en-
ters the school auditorium and 
the unthinkable happens, irrevo-
cably changing the very fabric 
of this close-knit community. 

“[A] gut-wrenching debut novel. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43497-9      
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

WILLIAM MELVIN KELLEY
A Different Drummer
June, 1957. One hot afternoon in 
the backwaters of the Deep South, 
a young black farmer named 
Tucker Caliban salts his fields, 
shoots his horse, burns his house, 
and heads north with his wife and 
child. His departure sets off an 
exodus of the state’s entire black 
population, throwing the estab-
lished order into brilliant disarray. 
Told from the points of view of the 
white residents who remained, A 
Different Drummer stands, decades 
after its first publication in 1962, 
as an extraordinary and prescient 
triumph of satire and spirit.

“Kelley blended fantasy and fact 
to construct an alternative world 
whose sweep and complexity 
drew comparisons to James Joyce 
and William Faulkner.” 
—The New York Times

“[A] lost giant of American 
literature. . . . Brilliant.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-41390-9        
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

REISSUE

—The New Yorker 

EDWIDGE DANTICAT
Everything Inside 
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK  
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER OF THE STORY PRIZE

This is a collection of vividly 
imagined stories about commu-
nity, family, and love.

“A beautiful book. Danticat’s 
birthplace, Haiti, emerges in 
almost mythic fashion.” 
—Aminatta Forna, The New 
York Times Book Review

NOW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56305-1      
240 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-525-65721-7         
320 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available

GISH JEN
The Resisters
The time is not so long from now. 
The place is AutoAmerica where 
the land is half under water. The 
people are divided: the angel-fair 
“Netted” have jobs, and literally 
occupy the high ground and the 
“Surplus” live on swampland if 
they’re lucky, on water if they’re 
not. A Blasian girl with a golden 
arm is born to a Surplus couple. By 
the time Gwen is a teenager, she is 
happily playing in an underground 
baseball league. When AutoAmer-
ica rejoins the Olympics—with a 
special eye on beating ChinRus-
sia—Gwen finds herself playing 
ball with the Netted even as her 
mother challenges the very founda-
tions of this divided society.

“The Resisters is palpably 
loving, smart, funny and 
desperately unsettling. The 
novel should be required 
reading for the country, both 
as a cautionary tale and 
because it is a stone-cold 
masterpiece.” —Ann Patchett, 
author of The Dutch House

—The Washington Post

WEIKE WANG
Chemistry
WINNER OF THE PEN/HEMINGWAY 
AWARD 

In this coming-of-age story, the 
narrator of Chemistry seems to be 
on the cusp of a perfect life. But 
instead of feeling hopeful, she 
is wracked with ambivalence. 
When her life plan veers off 
course, she finds herself on a 
new path of discoveries about 
everything she thought she knew. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43222-7      
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

“[Has] generous measures of 
humor and emotion.” —The New 
York Times Book Review       

NEW

NEW

. . . On a par with John Green’s 
evocative writing.” —School 
Library Journal (starred review) 

“Only Child triumphs.” 

E N G L I S H :  A M E R I C A N  L I T E R A T U R E  /  C O N T E M P O R A R Y

“The magic of Gish Jen’s latest 
novel is that, amid a dark and 
cautionary tale, there’s a story also 
filled with electricity and humor—
and baseball. . . . The Resisters will 
captivate readers.” 
—The Washington Post

PAPERBACK AVAILABLE 
JANUARY 2021

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385413909
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385721813
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525563051
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525434979
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525432227
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525657217
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YAA GYASI
Homegoing
WINNER OF THE PEN/ HEMINGWAY AWARD

WINNER OF THE NBCC’S JOHN LEONARD 
AWARD

“ The book leaves the reader with a 
visceral understanding of both the 
savage realities of slavery and the 
emotional damage that is handed 
down, over the centuries, from 
mothers to daughters, fathers to 
sons. At its best, the novel makes 
us experience the horrors of slav-
ery on an intimate, personal level.”

A. E. HOTCHNER
The Amazing Adventures 
of Aaron Broom 
Street-savvy, almost-thirteen-year-
old Aaron Broom is guarding his 
father’s car when he witnesses 
a robbery gone wrong. His              
father is made the prime suspect 
in the murder, despite Aaron                      
witnessing the real killer flee the 
scene. Undaunted, Aaron enlists 
an unlikely band of friends and 
helpful adults to clear his father’s 
name. 

NOW IN PAPERBACK
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43653-9         
240 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

DAVE EGGERS
The Circle

“ A Brave New World for our brave 
new world. . . . There may 
come a day when we can look 
back at this novel with incredu-
lity, but for now, the mirror it 
holds up is too chilling to LOL.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80729-8   
512 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—The New York Times

“ [A] potent, almost hallucina-
tory novel. . . . [Whitehead] 
has told a story essential 
to our understanding of 
the American past and the 
American present.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80432-7         
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

COLSON WHITEHEAD
The Undeground 
Railroad
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD 
In Colson Whitehead’s ingenious 
conception, the Underground 
Railroad is no mere metaphor: 
engineers and conductors oper-
ate a secret network of actual 
tracks and tunnels beneath the 
Southern soil. As Whitehead bril-
liantly re-creates the terrors of 
the antebellum era, he weaves 
in the saga of our nation, from 
the brutal abduction of Africans 
to the unfulfilled promises of the 
present day. The Underground Rail-
road is both the gripping tale of 
one woman’s will to escape the 
horrors of bondage—and a pow-
erful meditation on the history we 
all share.

—The New York Times

CLARE BEAMS
The Illness Lesson
When a mysterious flock of 
red birds descends on a New 
England town, the assembled 
students at an all girl’s school 
begin to manifest bizarre symp-
toms. After the school’s founder 
turns to a physician who gives 
sinister ministrations, his daugh-
ter, Caroline will have to defy 
every rule that has governed her 
life, her mind, her body, and 
her world to save herself and 
her young charges. 

DOUBLEDAY | CLOTH | 978-0-385-54466-5  
288 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available

“A masterpiece.” —Elizabeth Gilbert, 
author of City of Girls

NEW

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97106-2   
320 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILALBLE

—The Washington Post

COLSON WHITEHEAD
The Nickel Boys
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE
WINNER OF THE ALA ALEX AWARD
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK        
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

As the Civil Rights movement 
begins to reach the black en-
clave of segregated Tallahassee, 
Elwood Curtis, a young man 
who is about to attend the local 
black college, is sentenced to a 
juvenile reformatory. The Nickel 
Academy is a grotesque cham-
ber of horrors where the sadistic 
staff abuses the students and any 
boy who resists is likely to disap-
pear. Elwood tries to hold onto 
the forgiving words of Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr as his friend 
Turner schemes to avoid trouble. 
The tension between Elwood’s 
ideals and Turner’s skepticism 
leads to repercussions that will 
echo down the decades. 

“Colson Whitehead continues 
to make a classic American 
genre his own. . . . The ordinary 
language, the clear pane of his 
prose, lets the stories speak for 
themselves.” —The New York 
Times

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80434-1         
224 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

“A triumph.” —The Washington Post
“An American masterpiece.” —NPR

“Fascinating. . . . Eggers ap-
pears to run on pure adrenaline, 
and has as many ideas pouring 
out of him as the entrepreneurs 
pitching their inventions in The 
Circle.” —Margaret Atwood,        
The New York Review of Books

PAPERBACK AVAILABLE JANUARY 2021

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345804327
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525436539
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385544665
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345807298
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101971062
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345804341
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TOMMY ORANGE
There There
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK  CRITICS 
CIRCLE JOHN LEONARD PRIZE
FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE
Tommy Orange writes of the 
plight of the urban Native Ameri-
can in a stunning novel that 
grapples with a complex and 
painful history. There There is a 
relentlessly paced multigenera-
tional story about violence and 
recovery, memory and identity, 
and the beauty and despair wo-
ven into the history of a nation 
and its people. 

“A gripping deep dive into 
urban indigenous com-
munity in California: an 
astonishing literary debut!” 

—Margaret Atwood, via 
Twitter 

“This is a novel about what it means 
to inhabit a land both yours and 
stolen from you, to simultaneously 
contend with the weight of belong-
ing and unbelonging. There is an 
organic power to this book—a 
revelatory, controlled chaos. Tommy                   
Orange writes the way a storm 
makes landfall.” —Omar El Akkad, 
author of American War

VALERIA LUISELLI
Lost Children Archive
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS 
CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER OF THE FOLIO PRIZE
In this timely novel, a family sets 
out on a road trip  from New York 
to Arizona. As the trip progresses, 
they try to make sense of the crisis 
engulfing the news: the stories of 
thousands of kids trying to cross 
the southwestern border into the 
United States. 

JONATHAN LETHEM
Motherless Brooklyn
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK      
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
Lionel Essrog is an orphan 
with Tourettes Syndrome who 
works for small-time Brooklyn 
mobster Frank Minna. When 
Frank is fatally stabbed, Lio-
nel attempts to untangle the 
threads of the case while try-
ing to keep the words straight 
in his head.

“Virtuosic. . . . The brilliance of the 
writing stirs rage and pity. It human-
izes us.” —The New York Times 
Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43614-0                    
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43646-1      
384 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-72483-1      
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

CRISTINA HENRÍQUEZ
The Book of Unknown 
Americans
FINALIST FOR THE DAYTON LITERARY 
PEACE PRIZE FOR FICTION

“[Henríquez’s] stories illuminate 
the lives behind the current 
debates about Latino immigra-
tion.” —The New York Times 
Book Review 

“The politics of immigration, 
while never explicitly argued, 
remain subtly in play, as do 
more existential matters affecting 
immigrants, such as the mixed 
national and cultural allegiances 
and affiliations between the gen-
erations.” —Chicago Tribune
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80640-6   
304 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

LAILA LALAMI
The Other Americans
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD

This is a powerful novel about 
the suspicious death of a Moroc-
can immigrant—at once a fam-
ily saga, a murder mystery, and 
a love story, informed by the 
treacherous fault lines of Ameri-
can culture. 

“Powerful. . . . At the core of The 
Other Americans is a deep anxiety: 
What if the truth is contradictory 
or so obfuscated that we lose the 
will to pursue it?” —The New 
York Times Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43603-4      
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

ERNESTO QUIÑONEZ 
Taína

—Julia Álvarez, author of In 
the Time of the Butterflies

“A love story, coming-of-age story, 
a mystery, a whodunit story, and 
ultimately a story of true love in 
the broadest sense.”

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9748-0      
272 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

NEW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

NEW

E N G L I S H :  A M E R I C A N  L I T E R A T U R E  /  C O N T E M P O R A R Y

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NOW IN PAPERBACK

“Immerses us in the mind’s 
dense thicket, a place where 
words split and twine in an 
ever-deepening tangle.” —The 
New York Times Book Review

“Taína is a searing search for the 
meaning in what we choose to 
believe and the stories we tell 
ourselves. . . . This novel’s belief 
and trust in love is something we 
desperately need to hear.” 
—Helena Viramontes, author 
of Under the Feet of Jesus

Ernesto Quinoñez gives a 
uniquely dark, coming-of-age 
novel rife with urban magical 
realism, love, and redemption.

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525436140
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525436461
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375724831
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345806406
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525436034
penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation
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Henry David Thoreau’s account 
of his adventure in self-reliance—
part social experiment, part 
spiritual quest—is an enduringly 
influential American classic. 
Also included is “Civil Disobedi-
ence,” inspired by his anti-war 
and anti-slavery sentiments, 
which has influenced nonviolent 
resistance movements around 
the world.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7156-4  
336 PAGES | $11.00

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

WILLA CATHER
My Ántonia
Introduction by Jane Smiley
This 100th Anniversary Edition 
of Willa Cather’s masterpiece 
features a new introduction by 
Pulitzer Prize–winning novelist 
Jane Smiley.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56286-3 
304 PAGES | $10.00 

SANDRA CISNEROS
The House on Mango Street

WILLIAM FAULKNER
As I Lay Dying

“ I set out deliberately to write 
a tour-de-force. Before I ever 
put pen to paper and set 
down the first word I knew 
what the last word would be 
and almost where the last 
period would fall.”

CCSS

—William Faulkner on As I  
Lay Dying

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73225-9   
288 PAGES | $14.95 |  E-book available

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
The Scarlet Letter 
The Scarlet Letter, an iconic fable 
of guilt and redemption set 
in Puritan Massachusetts, has 
long been considered one of 
the greatest American novels. 
The story of Hester Prynne pos-
sesses a reality heightened by 
Hawthorne’s sympathy and his 
unmixed devotion to his suppos-
edly fallen but fundamentally in-
nocent heroine.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7157-1  
288 PAGES | $8.00 

EUDORA WELTY
The Optimist’s Daughter
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

JANE SMILEY
A Thousand Acres
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK 
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

“ A family portrait that is also 
a near-epic investigation into 
the broad landscape, the 
thousand dark acres of the 
human heart. . . . The book 
has all the stark brutality of a 
Shakespearean tragedy.”        
—The Washington Post 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3383-6   
384 PAGES | $16.95 |  E-book available

The bestselling coming-of-age 
classic, acclaimed by critics, 
beloved by readers of all ages, 
tells the story of Esperanza 
Cordero, a young girl grow-
ing up in the Latino section of 
Chicago, inventing for herself 
what she will become. 
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73477-2   
144 PAGES | $11.95 |  E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILABLE

HENRY DAVID THOREAU 
Walden & Civil Disobedience

LOUISA MAY ALCOTT 
Little Women
First published in 1868, Little 
Women brought to life some of 
American literature’s most spir-
ited female characters. Gen-
erations have been entranced 
by the adventures of the four 
March sisters, each with their 
distinct and realistic virtues 
and flaws. 

REISSUE
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9885-2      
560 PAGES | $10.00 | E-book available

The Optimist’s Daughter, the “best 
book Eudora Welty has ever 
written” (The New York Times 
Book Review ), is the story of 
Laurel McKelva Hand, a young 
Southern woman who returns 
to New Orleans years later be-
cause of her dying father.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72883-2   
192 PAGES | $14.95 | E-book available

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804171571
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804171564
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781984898852
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525562863
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679732259
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679728832
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400033836
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679734772
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JAMES BALDWIN
Go Tell It on the 
Mountain
With lyrical precision and 
resonating symbolic power, 
Baldwin chronicles a fourteen-
year-old boy’s discovery one 
Saturday in March of 1935 
of the terms of his identity as 
the stepson of the minister of 
a Pentecostal storefront church 
in Harlem.

“ With vivid imagery, with lavish 
attention to details, Mr. Baldwin 
has told his feverish story.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70187-0   
240 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

ERNEST J. GAINES
A Lesson Before Dying
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK       
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARDS

WINNE OF THE YALSA BEST BOOKS FOR 
YOUNG ADULTS

“ This majestic, moving novel is 
an instant classic, a book that 
will be read, discussed and 
taught beyond the rest of our 
lives.” —Chicago Tribune

JOHN GARDNER
Grendel
For over a thousand years 
Beowulf’s monster was 
revealed only through the 
adjectives of his enemies. 
They, on the other hand, 
basked in the glow of 
their propagandist. With 
the publication of Grendel 
in 1971, Gardner took the 
details of the original, turned 
the tables, and gave us the 
monster in his own words.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72311-0   
192 PAGES | $13.95 | E-book available

CORMAC McCARTHY
The Road
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK       
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

“ Vivid, eloquent. . . . The Road is 
the most readable of [McCar-
thy’s] works, and consistently 
brilliant in its imagining of the 
posthumous condition of nature 
and civilization.”  —The New 
York Times Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70270-9   
272 PAGES | $14.00 | E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILABLE

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-38789-9   
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

TONI MORRISON
Beloved 
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3341-6                           
352 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73276-1   
608 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

RALPH ELLISON
Invisible Man
Invisible Man is a milestone in 
American literature, a book 
that has continued to engage 
readers since its appearance 
in 1952.
As he journeys from the Deep 
South to the streets and base-
ments of Harlem, Ellison’s 
nameless protagonist ushers 
readers into a parallel universe 
that throws our own into harsh 
and even hilarious relief.

JANE ALLEN
I Lost My Girlish Laughter

“[This] inside look [of Hollywood] 
has the wonderful tang of reality, 
echoing the spirit of genial mad-
ness found in such savvy fiction-
alizations as F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 
Pat Hobby stories and the opening 
sequences of Preston Sturges’   
Sullivan’s Travels.” —Kenneth 
Turan, Los Angeles Times  

REISSUE 
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9776-3                  
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

TRUMAN CAPOTE
Breakfast at Tiffany’s
In this wistful masterpiece, 
Truman Capote created a 
woman whose name has 
entered the American idiom 
and whose style is a part 
of the literary landscape. 
This volume also includes 
three of Capote’s best-known 
stories, “House of Flowers,” 
“A Diamond Guitar,” and “A 
Christmas Memory.”
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-74565-5               
160 PAGES | $14.95 | E-book available

—The New York Times

Set in post-Civil War Ohio, 
Toni Morrison’s magnificent 
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, 
Beloved—first published in 
1987—brought the unimagi-
nable experience of slavery 
into the literature of its time.

E N G L I S H :  A M E R I C A N  L I T E R A T U R E  /  C L A S S I C S

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781984897763
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679745655
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679723110
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307387899
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679732761
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375701870
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375702709
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400033416
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MARY SHELLEY 
(with PERCY SHELLEY)
The Original Frankenstein
Edited by Charles E. Robinson
Working from the earliest sur-
viving draft of Frankenstein, 
Charles E. Robinson presents 
two versions of the classic 
novel—as Mary Shelley origi-
nally wrote it and a subsequent 
version clearly indicating Percy 
Shelley’s amendments and con-
tributions.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-47442-1 
464 PAGES | $14.95 | E-book available

MARK HADDON
The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time
WINNER OF THE ALEX AWARD

WHITBREAD BOOK OF THE YEAR

BOOKLIST EDITORS’ CHOICE FOR YOUNG 
ADULTS

“ Moving. . . . Think of The Sound 
and the Fury crossed with The 
Catcher in the Rye and one of      
Oliver Sacks’s real-life stories.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56296-2 
 304 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-95090-1  
816 PAGES | $18.95 |  E-book available

The interactive eBook of Pride and Prejudice includes thousands of           
annotations and hundreds of color illustrations and many unique        
interactive features: complete audio-book synced to the text; 250 
study questions, and five interactive quizzes; interactive maps, time-
lines, and family trees; image galleries covering music, fashion, food, 
travel, and more; video interviews with writers and scholars and        
content from the BBC film adaptation and documentaries provided by 
BBC Worldwide Learning; filmography and annotated bibliography.

ANCHOR | EBOOK | 978-1-101-87338-0 | iBOOKS PRICE: $9.99

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3271-6 
240 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

JANE AUSTEN
The Annotated Pride 
and Prejudice
A Revised and Expanded Edition
Annotated and Edited by David 
M. Shapard

IAN McEWAN   
Machines Like Me
Set in an uncanny alternative 
1982 London, Machines Like 
Me portrays a young couple: 
Charlie, and Miranda, a 
bright student with a terrible 
secret. When Charlie comes 
into money and buys Adam, 
one of the first generation of 
synthetic humans, the three 
are tested beyond their under-
standing.

“A cautionary fable about artifi-
cial intelligence, consent, and 
justice.” —The New Yorker

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-56703-5            
352 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—The New York Times

. . . An elegiac thriller [with] 
the immediate allure of a dark 
fairy tale. In Warlight, all is 
illuminated, at first dimly then 
starkly, but always brilliantly.” 

“Warlight is a quiet new master-
piece from Michael Ondaatje. 

MICHAEL ONDAATJE
Warlight
LONGLISTED FOR THE MAN 
BOOKER PRIZE

—Anna Mundow, The

PAT BARKER
The Silence of the Girls
FINALIST FOR THE WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR 
FICTION

This is a reimagining of the Iliad 
as it’s never been told before: 
from the perspective of Briseis, 
Trojan queen and captive of 
Achilles. In these pages she 
forges connections among her 
fellow female prisoners even as 
she is caught between Greece’s 
two most powerful warriors. Her 
story pulls back the veil on the 
thousands of women who lived 
behind the scenes of the Greek 
army camp as a legendary war 
hurtles toward its conclusion. 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-56410-2          
304 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK “It is as if Barker had found an ar-
tifact with an as yet undeciphered 
alphabet among the glittering 
grave treasures of Homer’s epic.” 

—The New York Review of Books Washington Post

The complete text of Pride and 
Prejudice with more than 2,300 
annotations on facing pages, in-
cluding explanations of historical 
context, citations from Austen’s 
life and letters, definitions and 
clarifications, literary comments, 
analyses and more.

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307950901
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307474421
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525567035
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400032716
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525562962
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525564102
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E N G L I S H :  W O R L D  L I T E R A T U R E

FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY
Notes from Underground
Translated by Richard Pevear 
and Larissa Volokhonsky

“ It may well be that Dosto-
evsky’s [world], with all its 
resourceful energies of life and 
language, is only now—and 
through the medium of [this] 
new translation—beginning 
to come home to the English-
speaking reader.” —New York 
Review of Books

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73452-9   
160 PAGES | $13.95 | E-book available COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

CCSS

ALBERT CAMUS
The Plague
Translated by Stuart Gilbert
A haunting tale of human 
resilience in the face of unre-
lieved horror, Camus’s novel 
about a bubonic plague rav-
aging the people of a North 
African coastal town is a 
classic of twentieth-century 
literature.

GABRIEL      
GARCÍA MÁRQUEZ
Love in the Time of
Cholera
Translated by Edith Grossman
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI 
ADICHIE
Americanah
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK 
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

“ [A] knockout of a novel 
about immigration, Ameri-
can dreams, the power of 
first love, and the shifting 
meanings of skin color. . . . 
A marvel.” —NPR

ELIE WIESEL
From the Kingdom of 
Memory
Reminiscences

Elie Wiesel weaves together 
memories of his life before the 
Holocaust and his great struggle 
to find meaning afterwards. In-
cluded are Wiesel’s landmark 
speeches, among them his pow-
erful testimony at the trial of 
Klaus Barbie and his 1986 Nobel 
Peace Prize acceptance speech.

SCHOCKEN | PAPER | 978-0-8052-1020-0  
256 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-38973-2   
368 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

“A sumptuous book . . . [with] 
major themes of love, death, 
the torments of memory, the 
inexorability of old age.” 
—The Washington Post 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56324-2       
400 PAGES | $16.95 |  E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72021-8     
320 PAGES | $15.00 |  E-book available

ESI EDUGYAN
Washington Black
SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 

WINNER OF THE SCOTIABANK GILLER PRIZE

“Perfectly executed. . . . Soar-
ing. . . . More than a tale of 
human bondage, it’s also an 
enthralling meditation on the 
weight of freedom, wrapped 
in a rousing adventure story 
stretching to the ends of the 
earth.” —The Boston Globe

ORHAN PAMUK
The White Castle
Translated by Victoria Holbrook
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE

This dazzling novel about 17th-
century Constantinople is at once 
a captivating work of historical  
fiction and a treatise on the          
relations between East and West.

“[Orhan Pamuk] has earned the 
right to comparisons with Jorge 
Luis Borges and Italo Calvino, 
both of whom preside over this 
novel like beneficent angels.” 
—The New York Times Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70161-0      
176 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-45592-5      
608 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

George Washington Black, or 
“Wash,” is an eleven-year-old 
field slave on a Barbados sugar 
plantation. He is terrified to be 
chosen by his master’s brother 
as his manservant but, to his 
surprise, the eccentric Christo-
pher Wilde turns out to be an 
explorer and abolitionist. When 
a man is killed and a bounty 
is placed on Wash’s head, 
Christopher and Wash leave to 
travel along the eastern coast 
of America, and to a remote 
outpost in the Arctic. Washington 
Black asks the question: What is 
true freedom?

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679734529
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679720218
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525563242
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375701610
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307389732
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307455925
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780805210200
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KAZUO ISHIGURO
Never Let Me Go
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE

“ A Gothic tour de force. . . . 
What Mr. Ishiguro has done 
so artfully in these pages is 
not only assemble a chilling 
jigsaw puzzle, but also cre-
ate a distinct fictional world.” 

MARGARET ATWOOD
The Handmaid’s Tale
FINALIST FOR THE MAN BOOKER 
PRIZE 

“ Fiercely political and bleak, 
yet witty and wise. . . . 
Atwood’s chilling tale of a 
concubine in an oppressive 
future America is more vital 
than ever.” —The Guardian

E N G L I S H :  S P E C U L A T I V E  F I C T I O N  A N D  F A N T A S Y

OMAR EL AKKAD
American War
An audacious and power-
ful debut novel: a second 
American Civil War, a 
devastating plague, and 
one family caught deep in 
the middle—a story that 
asks what might happen 
if America were to turn its 
most devastating policies 
and deadly weapons upon 
itself.

TED CHIANG
Arrival

“ Shining, haunting, mind-blowing 
tales. . . . This collection is a 
pure marvel. Chiang is so ex-
hilarating so original so stylish 
he just leaves you speechless. I 
always suggest a person read at 
least 52 books a year for proper 
mental functioning but if you 
only have time for one, be at 
peace: you found it.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-7877-6 
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-56262-7      
448 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-49081-8 
336 PAGES | $15.95 

NEW

—The New York Times         
Book Review

EMILY ST. JOHN MANDEL
Station Eleven  
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK 
AWARD

FINALIST FOR THE PEN/FAULKNER 
AWARD FOR FICTION

“Station Eleven is so compelling, 
so fearlessly imagined, that I 
wouldn’t have put it down for 
anything.” —Ann Patchett

The Big Book of Classic 
Fantasy 
Edited by Ann VanderMeer 
and Jeff VanderMeer
This anthology includes stories 
by pillars of the genre like 
the Brothers Grimm, J. R. R.            
Tolkien, and Mary Shelley, with            
fantastical offerings from liter-
ary giants like Edith Wharton 
and W.E.B. DuBois.

NEW IN PAPERBACK

ERIN MORGENSTERN
The Starless Sea

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43556-3 
848 PAGES | $25.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7244-8  
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97313-4   
432 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

“There are nods to Tolkien and 
Sendak, Susanna Clarke and Lev 
Grossman, Grimm and Gaiman. 
The intricate world-building is 
nothing short of fabulous, the 
prose lush and filigreed.” 
—Minneapolis Star Tribune

NEW

—Junot Díaz, author of 
The Brief Wondrous Life of 
Oscar Wao
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43367-5   
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

MARGARET ATWOOD 
The Testaments
WINNER OF THE BOOKER PRIZE

The Testaments takes place more 
than fifteen years after the events 
of the classic, The Handmaid’s Tale. 
As the theocratic regime of the Re-
public of Gilead maintains its grip 
on power, the lives of three radi-
cally different women converge, 
with potentially explosive results.

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

“Assuredly beautiful. . . . The 
novel’s scope and ambition are 
undeniable.” —Natasha Pulley, 
The Guardian

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97138-3         
592 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525562627
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385490818
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400078776
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525435563
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101971383
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101973134
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804172448
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101972120
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E N G L I S H : G R A P H I C  N O V E L S  A N D  N O N - F I C T I O N

ART SPIEGELMAN
Maus I: A Survivor’s 
Tale
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

“Maus is a book that cannot be 
put down, truly, even to sleep. 
When two of the mice speak 
of love, you are moved, when 
they suffer, you weep.” 

ART SPIEGELMAN
Maus II: A 
Survivor’s Tale
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

“The most affecting and suc-
cessful narrative ever done 
about the Holocaust.” 

—The Wall Street Journal

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-679-72977-8  
144 PAGES | $16.95 

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILALBLE

MARJANE SATRAPI
Persepolis
The Story of a Childhood

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-375-71457-3  
160 PAGES | $15.95 

ANNE FRANK
Anne Frank’s Diary: The 
Graphic Adaptation
Adapted by Ari Folman 
Illustrated by David Polonsky

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 978-1-101-87179-9  
160 PAGES | $24.95

SYDNEY PADUA
The Thrilling Adventures    
of Lovelace and Babbage
The (Mostly) True Story of the 
First Computer

“Padua’s extravaganza is very 
much for the whimsical intel-
ligentsia and will speak to those 
interested in computers or math 
who will delight in the abundant 
background materials.” 

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 978-0-307-90827-8  
320 PAGES | $40.00 

MARGARET ATWOOD
The Handmaid’s Tale: 
The Graphic Novel
Illustrated by Renée Nault 
An instant classic when it was 
published in 1985, Atwood’s 
dystopian story comes to life in 
this new, beautifully illustrated 
graphic novel. Illustrated 
by artist Renée Nault, the 
terrifying reality of Gilead has 
been brought to vivid life like 
never before.
NAN A. TALESE | CLOTH | 978-0-385-53924-1  
240 PAGES | $22.95 

GENGOROH TAGAME
My Brother’s Husband, 
Volumes 1 & 2
Translated by Anne Ishii
A YALSA TOP TEN GRAPHIC NOVELS 
FOR TEENS

NOW IN PAPERBACK

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-375-71518-1  
704 PAGES | $29.95 

“You’ve never seen anything 
like Persepolis—the intimacy 
of a memoir, the irresistability  
of a comic book, and the 
political depth of a the conflict 
between fundamentalism and                 
democracy. Marjane Satrapi 
may have given us a new 
genre.” —Gloria Steinem

“In the handling that Folman and 
Polonsky give it, what happens is 
nothing short of a revelation. . . . 
Nothing has ever quite captured 
the strange, stubborn delicacy, 
the forlorn wistfulness, of the Diary 
like this before. . . . A genuine 
work of art.” —Christian Science 
Monitor

—Umberto Eco
PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-394-74723-1  
160 PAGES | $16.95 

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILALBLE

—Library Journal

MARJANE SATRAPI
Persepolis 2
The Story of a Return

“Elegant, simple panels tell 
this story of growth, loneli-
ness, and homecoming with 
poignant charm and wit.” 

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-375-71466-5  
192 PAGES | $15.95 

—The Washington Post

“This winsome look at culture 
clash compares the largely still-
closeted Japanese gay culture 
with the West, underscoring a 
theme of universal yearning for 
family.” —Library Journal

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780394747231
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679729778#
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375715181
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101871799
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307908278
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385539241
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375714573
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375714665
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E N G L I S H :  D R A M A

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

CCSS

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

CCSS

ATHOL FUGARD
“Master Harold” . . .
and the boys

JOHN GUARE
Six Degrees of Separation

ROBERT BOLT
A Man for All Seasons
The classic play about Sir 
Thomas More, the Lord chan-
cellor who refused to compro-
mise and was executed by 
Henry VIII.
An enduring modern classic, A 
Man for All Seasons “challenges 
the mind, and, in the end, 
touches the heart” (The New 
York Times).
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72822-1  
192 PAGES | $12.95 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-47520-6  
64 PAGES | $13.95 

MICHAEL FRAYN
Copenhagen 
The Tony Award–winning 
play that soars at the inter-
section of science and art, 
Copenhagen is an explosive re-
imagining of the mysterious 
wartime meeting between 
two Nobel laureates to dis-
cuss the atomic bomb.

“An electrifying work of art.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-72079-3      
144 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

JAMES BALDWIN
Blues for Mister Charlie
Blues for Mister Charlie takes 
place in a small Southern town 
where a white man murders a 
black man, launching an un-
sparing and at times agonizing 
probe of the wounds of race. 

“A play with fires of fury in its 
belly, tears of anguish in its eyes, 
a roar of protest in its throat.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-76178-5      
144 PAGES | $13.95 | E-book available

Seven Famous Greek 
Plays
Edited by Whitney J. Oates and 
Eugene O’Neill Jr.

“At this time appeared a group 
of lyric poets, who had looked 
deeply within their own natures, 
and through the vehicle of their 
poetry made abundantly evident 
how thoroughly they under-
stood the essential character of 
man’s inner being.” —from the                
Introduction
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-394-70125-7  
480 PAGES | $15.00 

“ One of Fugard’s most univer-
sal works of theater. It oper-
ates on two levels: as the story 
of a loving but lacerating rela-
tionship between a black man 
and a white boy; and . . . as 
a powerful political statement 
about apartheid.” 

—Ben Brantley, The New      
York Times

ANNA DEAVERE SMITH
Notes from the Field
In Anna Deavere Smith’s 
extraordinary form of docu-
mentary theater, she renders 
a host of figures who have 
lived and fought the system 
that pushes students of color 
out of the classroom and into 
prisons shining a light on 
injustices by portraying the 
real-life people who have ex-
perienced them. 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-56459-1      
192 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

LORRAINE HANSBERRY
A Raisin in the Sun

“ One of a handful of great 
American plays—it belongs 
in the inner circle, along with 
Death of a Salesman, Long Day’s 
Journey into Night and The Glass 
Menagerie.” —The Washington 
Post

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAIALBLE

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-75533-3  
160 PAGES | $7.95 

—The New Yorker

In this soaring and deeply 
provocative tragicomedy of 
race, class, and manners, 
John Guare has created one 
of those rare works that cap-
ture both the supercharged 
pulse of our present era and 
the deepest and most mysteri-
ous movements of the human 
heart.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73481-9   
144 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

—The New York Times

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679755333
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307475206
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525564591
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679734819
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385720793
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679761785
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780394701257
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679728221
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E N G L I S H :  P O E T R Y

WILLIAM BLAKE
Poems 
Selected by Patti Smith
In this collection Patti Smith 
brings together her personal 
favorites of Blake’s poems, in-
cluding the complete Songs of 
Innocence and Songs of Experience, 
to give a singular picture of 
this unique genius, whom she 
calls in her moving introduc-
tion “the spiritual ancestor” of 
generations of poets.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97314-1  
192 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

LANGSTON HUGHES
Selected Poems of    
Langston Hughes
The poems in this collection 
were chosen by Hughes him-
self shortly before his death in 
1967 and represent work from 
his entire career, including 

“The Negro Speaks of Rivers,” 
“The Weary Blues,” “Still Here,” 
“Song for a Dark Girl,” “Mon-
tage of a Dream Deferred,” 
and “Refugee in America.” It 
gives us a poet of extraordi-
nary range, directness, and 
stylistic virtuosity.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72818-4  
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

Measure for Measure
An Anthology of Poetic Meters
Edited by Annie Finch and  
Alexandra Oliver
This comprehensive celebration 
of metered verse brings together 
some of the best rhythmic lines in 
literature, drawing from a wide 
range of poetic traditions encom-
passing the Victorians, the Roman-
tics, ballads, folk songs, poets 
of the Harlem Renaissance, and 
modern-day hip-hop.

EVERYMAN’S LIBRARY | CLOTH  
978-0-375-71248-7 | 256 PAGES | $14.95 

The Vintage Book of 
African American Poetry
Edited by Michael S. Harper 
and Anthony Walton

This is the definitive collection 
of black verse in the United 
States—200 years of vision, 
struggle, power, beauty, and 
triumph from fifty outstanding 
poets.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70300-3  
448 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

KENNETH KOCH      
Rose, Where Did You Get       
That Red?
Teaching Great Poetry to Children

The celebrated poet Kenneth Koch 
conveys how great poetry may be 
taught to help children write po-
etry of their own. For this edition, 
the author has written a new intro-
duction and a special afterword 
for teachers.

“I urge you to buy [the book], pass 
[it] around, exert influence in 
schools.” —John Gardner, The 
New York Times Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER |  978-0-679-72471-1 
416 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

ROBERT FROST
New Hampshire
WINNER OF THE PULITIZER PRIZE

First published in 1923,         
Robert Frost won the first   of 
his four Pulitzer Prizes with 
this collection. It contains 
some of his most enduring 
and best-known poems, in-
cluding “Nothing Gold Can 
Stay” and “Fire and Ice.” In-
cluded in this edition are the 
original woodcut illustrations 
of rural scenes by J. J. Lankes.

KEVIN YOUNG
Brown
Poems

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56534-5  
128 PAGES | $10.00 

“Young’s book releases a 
universal shout—political in the 
best, most visceral way, critical, 
angry, squinting hard at this 
culture—while remaining at                                                       
the same time deeply and lov-
ingly personal. Love soars over 
every section, especially the 
most painful ones.” 

KNOPF | PAPER | 978-1-5247-1114-6         
176 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

The Vintage Book      
of Contemporary 
American Poetry
Edited by J.D. McClatchy
Here are the iconic poets of the 
past century, men and women 
who have used and re-shaped 
the American language in all its 
vigorous, daring, tender, and in-
timate depth and breadth. This 
anthology includes poems from 
Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, Sha-
ron Olds, Allan Ginsburg,  and 
Mary Oliver, among others. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3093-4  
656 PAGES | $18.95 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

—Luis Alberto  Urrea, The 
New York Times Book Review

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679724711
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781524711146
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679728184
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101973141
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375712487
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525565345
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400030934
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375703003
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E N G L I S H :  N A R R A T I V E  N O N - F I C T I O N

JON KRAKAUER
Into the Wild

“ A narrative of arresting force. 
Anyone who ever fancied wan-
dering off to face nature on its 
own harsh terms should give a 
look.” —The Washington Post 

DAVID GRANN
Killers of the Flower 
Moon
The Osage Murders and the 
Birth of the FBI
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK 
AWARD

“Killers of the Flower Moon offers up 
the Osage killings as emblem-
atic of America’s relationship 
with its indigenous peoples 
and the ‘culture of killing’ that 
has forever marred that tie.” 

ELI SASLOW
Rising Out of Hatred
The Awakening of a Former White 
Nationalist
WINNER OF THE DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE

Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter Eli 
Saslow gives the powerful story of 
how a prominent white supremacist 
changed his heart and mind. Derek 
Black grew up at the epicenter of 
white nationalism. His father founded 
Stormfront, the largest racist commu-
nity on the Internet. At New College 
of Florida, Derek was living a dou-
ble life until a classmate uncovered 
his identity. Some students protested 
Derek’s presence on campus, while 
others found the courage to reach out 
to him, including an Orthodox Jew 
who invited Derek to attend weekly 
Shabbat dinners. It was because of 
those dinners—and the wide-ranging 
relationships formed at that table—
that Derek started to question the sci-
ence, history, and prejudices behind 
his worldview.

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43495-5      
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-91176-1  
64 PAGES | $8.95 | E-book available

TRUMAN CAPOTE
In Cold Blood 
As Truman Capote reconstructs 
the murder of the Clutter family 
in Kansas in 1959, he gener-
ates both unnerving suspense 
and  astonishing empathy.

“The best documentary account 
of an American crime ever writ-
ten.” —The New York Review    
of Books
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-74558-7          
368 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-74248-3  
400 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-48680-4  
240 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILABLE

“Rising Out of Hatred is an unfor-
gettable story—fair, humane, 
unflinching, and brimming 
with insights about American 
racism and the white national-
ist movement.” 

This is Chris McDougall’s heart-
warming story about training a 
rescue donkey, Sherman, to run 
one of the most challenging races 
in America.

“Christopher McDougall is a 
gifted storyteller who gets to the 
heart of the human-animal con-
nection.” —John Grogan, author 
of Marley & Me

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43325-5      
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NEW

CHRISTOPHER McDOUGALL
Running with Sherman 
The Donkey with the Heart          
of a Hero

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI 
ADICHIE
We Should All Be 
Feminists
This highly acclaimed essay, 
adapted from the much            
admired TEDx talk of the same 
name offers students a unique 
definition of feminism for the 
twenty-first century.

“A moving essay that should find 
its way into the hands of all stu-
dents and teachers to provoke 
new conversation and aware-
ness.” —Kirkus Reviews

“ Engrossing . . . with a telling 
eye for detail, Krakauer has 
captured the sad saga of a stub-
born, idealistic young man.” 

JON KRAKAUER
Classic Krakauer
Essays on Wilderness and Risk
Spanning an extraordinary 
range of subjects and locations, 
these ten rigorously researched 
essays show why Jon Krakauer 
is considered a standard-bearer 
of modern journalism. This col-
lection brings together work 
originally published in such 
magazines as The New Yorker 
and Smithsonian.

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9769-5      
192 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

NEW

—Steve Coll, author        
of Ghost Wars

—Los Angeles Times Book Review

—The Boston Globe 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525434955
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525433255
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101911761
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679745587
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307742483
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781984897695
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385486804
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E N G L I S H :  M E M O I R S

SONIA SOTOMAYOR
My Beloved World

“ A compelling and powerfully 
written memoir about identity 
and coming of age. . . . This 
account of her life is revealing, 
keenly observed and deeply 
felt. . . . It’s an eloquent and 
affecting testament to the tri-
umph of brains and hard work 
over circumstance, of a child-
hood dream realized through 
extraordinary will and dedica-
tion.” —The New York Times

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80483-9  
432 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

MICHELE NORRIS
The Grace of Silence
A Family Memoir

“An insightful, elegant render-
ing of how the history of an 
American family illuminates the 
history of our country.” 

NOW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97241-0   
240 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

ABDI NOR IFTIN
Call Me American
A Memoir

“[Iftin] had to endure famine, war, 
a precarious life as a refugee, 
and a visa-rejecting bureaucracy 
before a green-card lottery 
win, in 2014, enabled him to 
emigrate. His narrative is both 
panoramic and particular.”

NOW IN PAPERBACK

SARFRAZ MANZOOR   
Greetings From Bury Park
Now a major motion picture,   
Greetings from Bury Park is the story 
of Sarfraz Manzoor who was two 
years old when, in 1974, he emi-
grated from Pakistan to Britain with 
his family. He spent his teenage 
years in a constant battle, trying 
to reconcile being both British and 
Muslim, and to fit in at school and 
at home. But when his best friend 
introduced him to the music of 
Bruce Springsteen at age sixteen, 
his life changed completely. 

“[Greetings from Bury Park] vibrantly 
displays a modest and unpreten-
tious sense of optimism, and offers 
the hope that by connecting with 
our own choices in music we can 
transcend cultural and generational 
differences to reach personal free-
dom without denying our need to 
belong.” —The Guardian

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9944-6                    
288 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

EMILY BERNARD
Black Is the Body
Stories from My Grandmother’s 
Time, My Mother’s Time, and 
Mine
WINNER OF THE CHRISTOPHER            
ISHERWOOD PRIZE

—Toni Morrison

SCOTT KELLY
Endurance
My Year in Space, a Lifetime of 
Discovery
A stunning, personal memoir 
from the astronaut and modern-
day hero who spent a record-
breaking year aboard the 
International Space Station.

“It is easy to imagine future 
generations of explorers and 
daredevils harnessing the lessons 
and truths within the pages of           
Endurance as the blueprints for their 
own trips into the unknown.” 

KWAME ONWUACHI
Notes from a Young 
Black Chef
A Memoir

“Onwuachi’s memoir should be 
required reading, not just for 
future chefs, but for anyone 
who wants a glimpse into one 
man’s tale of what it’s like to 
be young, black and ambi-
tious in America.” 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

—The New Yorker

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-47527-5 
240 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43391-0   
288 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43243-2   
464 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43302-6      
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—The New York Times 

—The Washington Post

“Black Is the Body is one of 
the most beautiful, elegant  
memoirs I’ve ever read.”
—Elizabeth Gilbert

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781984899446
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101972410
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307475275
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525432432
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345804839
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525433910
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525433026
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JANE HIRSHFIELD
Ten Windows
How Great Poems Transform 
the World
“ [Hirshfield’s] approach to 
poetry is exhilarating. . . . This 
thrilling work of immense value 
is truly an important book on 
one of the most important 
subjects.” —Library Journal 
(starred review)

PHILIP PULLMAN
Daemon Voices 
On Stories and Storytelling

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80621-5     
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

“These essays cast a spell. . . . 
To read them is to be invigorated 
by the company of a joyfully 
wide-ranging, endlessly curious 
and imaginative mind.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56295-5       
480 PAGES | $18.95 | E-book available

“[A]n intricately constructed, 
multidimensional journey of a 
father and son and their travails 
through life and love. . . . Men-
delsohn explicates the Odyssey 
with exemplary and generous 
clarity. A book of shimmering, 
beautiful, dapple-skilled intel-
ligence.” —The New York Times 
Book Review     

E N G L I S H :  L I T E R A R Y  C R I T I C I S M

EMMA SMITH
This Is Shakespeare
Emma Smith investigates Shake-
speare in a strikingly modern way, 
addressing individual agency, 
privacy, politics, and celebrity, 
and the challenges of Shake-
speare’s inconsistencies and flaws. 
Throughout This Is Shakespeare, Smith 
focuses on revealing, not resolv-
ing, the ambiguities of the plays 
and their changing topicality. 

“If I were asked to recommend one 
guide for readers keen on discov-
ering what’s at stake in Shake-
speare’s plays, This Is Shakespeare 
would be it.” —James Shapiro

“I admire the freshness and 
attack of her writing, the 
passion and curiosity that 
light up the page.” 
—Hilary Mantel

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 978-1-5247-4854-8   
368 PAGES | $28.95 | E-book available

NEW

CASEY CEP
Furious Hours
Murder, Fraud, and the Last
Trial of Harper Lee
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE GIFFORD PRIZE

“[Casey Cep] explains as well as it 
is likely ever to be explained why 
Harper Lee went silent after To Kill a 
Mockingbird. . . . [I]t goes from being 
a superbly written true-crime story to 
the sort of story that even Lee would 
have been proud to write.” —The 
New York Times Book ReviewKNOPF | PAPER | 978-0-345-80684-0   

320 PAGES | $19.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97205-2      
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—The New York Times Book Review

NOW IN PAPERBACK

DANIEL MENDELSOHN
An Odyssey
A Father, a Son, and an Epic 
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE GIFFORD 
PRIZE

DORIAN LYNSKEY
The Ministry of Truth
The Biography of    
George Orwell’s 1984

“A rich and compelling case 
for the novel as the summation 
of Orwell’s entire body of 
work and a master key to 
understanding the modern 
world. . . . Lynskey’s account of 
the reach of 1984 is revelatory.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-56372-3      
384 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

TONI MORRISON
The Measure of Our 
Lives
A Gathering of Wisdom

An ideal introduction to Toni 
Morrison, The Measure of Our Lives 
juxtaposes quotations drawn 
from Toni Morrison’s entire 
body of work, both fiction and 
nonfiction from The Bluest Eye 
to God Help the Child to Playing in 
the Dark—to tell a story of self-
actualization. This book brims 
with elegance of style and mind 
and moral authority.

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-525-65929-7         
144 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

NEW

NEW NEW

“Thought-provoking . . . Emma 
Smith—who is no enemy of fun: 
her book fizzes with jokes—is 
celebrating a Shakespeare who 
talks to the present. She does it all 
with such a light touch you barely 
notice how much you’re learning.” 

—George Packer, The Atlantic

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NOW IN PAPERBACK

—Colin Burrow, The Guardian

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781524748548
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345806840
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101972052
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525563723
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525659297
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345806215
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E N G L I S H :  G R A M M A R  &  C O M P O S I T I O N

VERLYN KLINKENBORG
Several Short Sentences 
About Writing
In Several Short Sentences About 
Writing, Verlyn Klinkenborg sets 
out to help writers unlearn that 
“wisdom”—about genius, about 
creativity, about writer’s block, 
topic sentences, and outline—and 
understand that writing is just as 
much about thinking, noticing, 
and learning what it means to 
be involved in the act of writing. 
There is no gospel, no orthodoxy, 
no dogma in this book. Instead it 
is a gathering of starting points 
in a journey toward lively, lucid, 
satisfying self-expression.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27941-5   
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

NORMAN LEWIS
Word Power Made Easy
The Complete Handbook for 
Building a Superior Vocabulary

This time-tested classic first pub-
lished more than sixty years 
ago—has helped millions build 
their vocabulary. It provides 
a simple, step-by-step method 
for increasing knowledge and 
mastery of written and spoken 
English. 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-87385-4   
560 PAGES | $8.99 | E-book available

STEVEN FRANK
The Pen Commandments
A Guide for the Beginning Writer
WINNER OF NEW YORK PUBLIC       
LIBRARY BOOKS FOR THE TEEN AGE

In The Pen Commandments, an offbeat 
and entertaining guide, Steven 
Frank has given us a book that all 
writers can turn to for help and a 
good laugh.

“ A highly readable book that enter-
tains as it instructs. . . . Even veteran 
writers will find a new perspective 
on the whole writing venture.“ 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3229-7  
336 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

“Klinkenborg does away with much 
of the traditional wisdom on writing 
and dissects the sentence—its 
structure, its intention, its semantic 
craftsmanship—to deliver a new, 
useful, and direct guide to the art of 
storytelling.” —Brain Pickings

ANNE LAMOTT
Bird by Bird
Some Instructions on Writing  
and Life

“I’ve used this book over and over. It’s 
one of the few books on writing I’ll 
have anything to do with. The best 
thing it does for students is to make 
them feel that they are not alone in 
their struggles to write. Often they will 
come to me after finishing the book 
and say, ‘I never knew anyone else felt 
this way.’” —Susan Perabo, professor, 
Dickinson College, Carlisle, PA

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-48001-7      
256 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

N. M. GWYNNE
Gwynne’s Grammar
The Ultimate Introduction to Grammar and
the Writing of Good English
In his concise handbook, N. M. Gwynne 
offers witty, opinionated, and astonishly 
useful help for those who need to rediscover 
the neglected science of grammar.

“[Gwynne] brings a bewitching zeal—and a defiantly 
old-fashioned approach—to the study of English 
grammar and usage.” —The Boston Globe

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9796-1      
288 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

REISSUE —Quill and Scroll

NOW IN PAPERBACK

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307279415
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781984897961
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385480017
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400032297
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101873854
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JUAN RULFO
Pedro Páramo
La novela de Juan Rulfo se ha 
convertido en un clásico de la lit-
eratura moderna. Obra maestra 
del realismo mágico, esta por-
tentosa novela mexicana narra 
la historia de Pedro Páramo, un 
caudillo local de quien depende 
la vida y la muerte de un pueblo. 
Publicada en 1955, Pedro Páramo 
representa un cambio radical de 
la novela realista de la época.

GABRIEL GARCÍA 
MÁRQUEZ
Cien años de soledad

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-5255-6652-6  
144 PAGES | $14.00 | E-book available

FERNANDO DE ROJAS
La celestina
Un texto poderoso y magní-
fico que obra el milagro de 
llenar de pasión la lec-
tura misma. La emoción, la 
belleza, el sentido trágico y 

S P A N I S H  L A N G U A G E  A N D  L I T E R A T U R E

ROSARIO FERRÉ
Papeles de Pandora
cuentos

Llenos de imaginació y el-
egantemente escritos, los 
relatos de Rosario Ferré 
son prueba temprana de 
su importancia entre los 
escritores latinoamericanos                     
contemporáneos. 

El diario de Anne Frank 
(novela gráfica)
Adaptada por Ari Folman
Ilustrada por David Polonsky

Anne Frank, una niña de trece 
años, escribió un estremece-
dor diario: un testimonio único 
sobre el horror y la barbarie 
nazi, y sobre los sentimientos 
y experiencias de la propia 
Anne y sus acompañantes. El 
presente volumen recoge este 
estremecedor relato bella y 
delicadamente para volcarlo a 
la novela gráfica. 

Una de las novelas más              
notables del siglo XX, Cien años 
de soledad cuenta la fascinante 
historia de la familia Buendía-
Iguarán, cuya aventura repre-
senta al mismo tiempo el mito 
y la historia, la tragedia y el 
amor del mundo entero.

LAURA ESQUIVEL
Como agua para chocolate
En esta clásica historia, Mamá 
Elena corta cebolla en la mesa 
de la cocina durante sus últimos 
días de embarazo. Ella invoca 
los llantos del infante que ilevan 
a su nacimiento prematuro. 
Este temprano encuentro con la 
comida pronto se convierte en 
una forma de vida para la niña, 
Tita, quien se convierte en una 
cocinera pródiga.

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-385-72123-3     
256 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

JOSE ANTONIO 
VILLARREAL
Pocho
Ambientada en la era de la 
depresión de California, la 
novela se centra en Richard, 
un joven pocho que lucha por 
seguir las tradiciones de su fa-
milia mientras adopta nuevas 
ideas y experimenta. El intenso 
conflicto revela la singularidad 
de la experiencia mexicano-
estadounidense y sus lazos en 
común con las lucha de todos 
los estadounidenses.
VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-385-47407-8   
272 PAGES | $15.95 

RÓMULO GALLEGOS
Doña Bárbara
Publicad por primera vez en 
1929, este clásico de la lit-
eratura venezolana narra el 
apasionado triángulo amo-
roso entre Santos Luzardo, 
doña Bárbara y su hija, 
Marisela. Más allá de su ar-
diente historia, Doña Bárbara 
simboliza la lucha entre dos 
fuerzas, el bien y el mal, la 
civilización y la barbarie, el 
mundo de ayer y el de ma-
ñana. 

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-307-47230-4   
368 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | CLOTH | 978-0-525-56450-8  
160 PAGES | $24.95

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-375-72469-5 
256 PAGES | $15.95 |  E-book available

JORGE LUIS BORGES
Ficciones
Ficciones es ta compuesto por los 
libros El jardín de senderos que se bi-
furcan y Artificios, ambos consid-
erados piezas fundamentales 
del universo borgiano. Entre 
los cuentos de esta colección 
estàn “La muerte y la brújula”, 
“Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius”, y 
“El Sur.” Ficciones le brinda al 
lector un mundo de la reflexio-
nes sobre las convenciones de 
lectura y las diferentes maneras 
de entender la realidad.
VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-307-95092-5  
224 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-307-47472-8 
496 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525566526
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307474728
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375724695
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525564508
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385721233
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307472304
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307950925
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385474078
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CRISTINA GARCÍA
Las hermanas Agüero 
Traducción de Alan West
Las hermanas Agüero cuenta la 
historia de dos hermanas cu-
banas que se reúnen en Miami 
tras treinta años de separa-
ción: dos mujeres cuyas vidas 
encarnan el romanticismo y el 
pragmatismo de la diáspora 
cubana.

ERNESTO QUIÑONEZ
El vendedor de sueños
Todos en Spanish Harlem lo 
saben: Willie Bodega es el rey. 
¿Necesitas ayuda para man-
tener a tu hija en la escuela? 
¿Para pagar el alquiler? Bode-
ga puede ayudarte a cambio 
de tu lealtad. En esta intensa 
novela de búsqueda de iden-
tidad y redención, Julio, un 
joven inteligente y prometedor 
a quien llaman “Chino,” con-
oce al mítico Bodega, quien 
recurre a él para contactar a 
su amor de la juventud.

ERIKA L. SÁNCHEZ
Yo no soy tu perfecta     
hija mexicana
Traducción de Graciela 
Romero Saldaña
Julia no es la hija mexicana 
perfecta. ise era el rol de su 
hermana Olga. Olga no fue 
a la universidad y se quedó 
en casa para cuidar de sus 
padres. Julia tiene grandes 
sueños y no quiere seguir los 
pasos de su hermana mayor. 
Pero tras la muerte inesperada 
de Olga, Julia se ve obligada 
a ocuparse de las secuelas.                                                 

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-525-56432-4     
288 PAGES | $12.95 | E-book available

ESMERALDA SANTIAGO
Cuando era     
puertorriqueña

“Cuenta la historia de la inmi-
gración norteamericana, esta 
vez con un sabor especial 
latino. Santiago ha enviado 
al mundo un paquete sobre 
sus viajes, [y] su documental 
es ahora nuestro regalo.” 

S P A N I S H  L A N G U A G E  A N D  L I T E R A T U R E

—Washington Post Book World

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-679-75677-4  
320 PAGES | $14.95 | E-book available

SANDRA CISNEROS
La casa en Mango Street

“Un clásico. . . . Una de las 
raíces principales del gran 
florecimiento de la literatura 
hispana en Estados Unidos. Esta 
pequeña obra se ha labrado a 
sí misma un gran espacio en la 
estantería de la literatura de Es-
tados Unidos”.  —Julia Álvarez

“La casa en Mango Street ha dado 
voz a todos los que hemos 
hecho de Estados Unidos 
nuestra casa, pero sin olvidar 
de donde venimos… un libro 
inolvidable e indispensable”.
—Jorge Ramos
VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-679-75526-5  
144 PAGES | $11.95 | E-book available

PIRI THOMAS
Por estas calles bravas
Mientras relata el viaje que lo 
llevó desde la adolescencia en 
El Barrio hasta el encierro en 
Sing Sing y la libertad que viene 
de la aceptación de uno mismo, 
la fe y la confianza interna, Piri 
Thomas ofrece un libro tanto 
exultante como desgarrador, y 
cuyas páginas llevan el ritmo 
incontenible de la voz de su au-
tor. Treinta años después de su 
primera aparición, este clásico 
de virilidad, marginación, su-
pervivencia y trascendencia está 
disponible con una nueva intro-
ducción del autor.

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-679-77628-4  
384 PAGES | $15.95 

Voces sin fronteras
Antologiña Vintage Español de 
literatura Mexicana y chicana 
contempotránea
Edita por Cristina García

“Esta maravillosa introducción a al-
gunas de las voces más luminosas 
y esclarecedoras de las tradi-
ciones chicana y mexicana nos 
ofrece un fascinante y resonante 
diálogo entre ambas”. 
—Rafael Pérez-Torres, Profesor 
de Literatura Americana y 
Estudios Chicanos, UCLA
VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-1-4000-7719-9 
288 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

SONIA SOTOMAYOR
Mi mundo adorado 
La primera latina y la tercera 
mujer designada a la Corte Su-
prema de los Estados Unidos, 
Sonia Sotomayor nos narra el 
viaje de su vida—desde los 
proyectos del Bronx hasta la 
corte federal—en una inspira-
dora celebración de su extraor-
dinaria determinación y del 
poder de creer en uno mismo.

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-345-80643-7 
368 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-679-78145-5 
320 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE ESPAÑOL | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7076-5  
248 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525564324
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804170765
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679755265
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679776284
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679756774
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679781455
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400077199
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780345806437
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MURASAKI SHIKIBU
The Tale of Genji
Translated and with an  
Introduction by Edward G. 
Seidensticker
A lively and astonishingly nu-
anced portrait of a refined 
society where every dalliance 
is an act of political conse-
quence. Vintage’s edition is 
recognized as the finest Eng-
lish version of what is thought 
to be the world’s first novel.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72953-2 
384 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ERI HOTTA
Japan 1941
Countdown to Infamy

“ Chilling. . . . Constitutes a 
warning of the literally earth-
shattering dangers that can 
emerge when the political 
system of a powerful nation 
fails to work.” —The New 
York Times Book Review

ROBERT WHITING
You Gotta Have Wa
You Gotta Have Wa is a hilari-
ous, informative, and riveting     
account of Japanese base-
ball and the cultural clashes 
that ensued when Americans       
began playing there profes-
sionally. 

HARUKI MURAKAMI
Norwegian Wood
Translated by Jay Rubin
A story of one college stu-
dent’s romantic coming-of-
age, Norwegian Wood takes 
us to that distant place 
of a young man’s first, 
hopeless, and heroic love.

NAOKO ABE
The Sakura Obsession 
The Incredible Story of the 
Plant Hunter Who Saved 
Japan’s Cherry Blossoms

The Sakura Obsession follows 
the 1,200-year history of the 
Japanese cherry blossom tree. 
The narrative follows its origin 
to the present-day worldwide 
obsession with forecasting 
the exact moment of the trees’ 
flowering.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-73974-2 
368 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

Japanese Tales 
Translated by Royall Tyler 
This collection includes two 
hundred and twenty daz-
zling tales from medieval Ja-
pan. Masterfully edited and 
translated by the acclaimed 
translator of The Tale of Genji, 
these stories ably balance the 
lyrical and the dramatic, of-
fering a window into a long-
vanished though perennially 
fascinating culture.

PICO IYER
A Beginner’s Guide      
to Japan
Observations and Provocations

This is is a unique guide,   
full of surprising, brief, 
and incisive glimpses into 
Japanese culture. Pico Iyer’s 
adventures and observations 
make for a surprising series 
of provocations and a wide 
range of fascinations that the 
country and culture contain.              

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43538-9    
416 PAGES | $19.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

YOKO OGAWA
The Memory Police 
Translated by Stephen Snyder 
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK 
AWARD

“An elegantly spare dystopian 
fable. . . . Reading The Memory 
Police is like sinking into a snow-
drift: lulling yet suspenseful, it 
tingles with dread and incipient 
numbness.” —Julian Lucas, The 
New York Times Book Review

NOW IN PAPERBACK

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97347-9     
208 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-91181-5     
288 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

NEWNEW

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-375-71451-1  
400 PAGES | $22.00 | E-book available

NEW

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-45597-0 
416 PAGES | $18.00 

“ The definitive book on Japa-
nese baseball and one of the 
best-written sports books ever.” 
—San Francisco Chronicle

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70402-4 
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

“A masterly novel. . . . Norwe-
gian Wood bears the unmis-
takable marks of Murakami’s 
hand.” —The New York 
Times Book Review

NOW IN PAPERBACK

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101973479
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307455970
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525435389
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101911815
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375714511
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375704024
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307739742
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679729532
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LIAO YIWU
The Corpse Walker
Real-Life Stories: China from 
the Bottom Up

“ Revealing. . . . Full of forbear-
ance and forgiveness. . . . 
Each re-created interview . 
. . captures a particular in-
dividual at a crucial time in 
Chinese history.” —The New 
York Times Book Review

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-38837-7           
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available 

HOWARD W. FRENCH
Everything Under the 
Heavens
How the Past Helps Shape 
China’s Push for Global Power

“Fascinating. . . . A deep 
historical and cultural study of 
the meaning of China’s rise 
from the point of view of the       
Chinese themselves.” —The 
New York Times Book Review
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7245-5 
352 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

NEW

EDEN COLLINSWORTH
I Stand Corrected
How Teaching Western Manners 
in China Became Its Own 
Unforgettable Lesson

“ Collinsworth’s observations bring 
the Chinese and their rituals and 
history to life.” —Kirkus Reviews 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7046-8  
304 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

HA JIN
The Banished Immortal
A Life of Li Bai (Li Po)

“Ha Jin’s masterful style and 
deep affection for his subject 
make the book a pleasure to 
read—especially for those un-
familiar with Li Bai or Chinese 
poetry in general. . . . Newcom-
ers will be swept up in Bai’s 
personal history while fans of 
his work will enjoy Ha Jin’s 
own take on the man and his 
influence.” —Shelf Awareness 
(starred review)

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56243-6    
320 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

LIJIA ZHANG
“Socialism Is Great!”
A Worker’s Memoir of the 
New China

IAN JOHNSON
The Souls of China
The Return of Religion After 
Mao
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning 
journalist, a revelatory portrait 
of religion in China today—its 
history, the spiritual traditions 
of its Eastern and Western 
faiths, and the ways in which 
it is influencing China’s future. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7339-1  
480 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

YU HUA
China in Ten Words
Translated by Allan H. Barr

“ Captures the heart of the 
Chinese. . . . If you think you 
know China, you will be chal-
lenged to think again. If you 
don’t know China, you will be 
introduced to a country that is 
unlike anything you have heard 
from travelers.” —The Wall 
Street Journal

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-73979-7  
240 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

“ Set against China’s breath-
less recent transformation, 

‘Socialism Is Great!’ offers a rare 
and intimate glimpse of a 
country and culture that are 
now reshaping our world.” 

JUNG CHANG
Big Sister, Little Sister,    
Red Sister
Three Women at the Heart of 
Twentieth-Century China
This is a history of the Soong 
sisters from Shanghai who were 
at the center of power through a 
hundred years of wars, revolutions, 
and seismic transformations in 
twentieth-century China.

“The book intertwines the intimate 
with the big historical picture, tying 
their personal stories to the deep 
and irreconcilable political divisions 
among them.” —The Atlantic

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97292-2     
432 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

NEW

NOW IN PAPERBACK
NOW IN PAPERBACK

—Pankaj Mishra, author of 
An End to Suffering

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-47219-9  
384 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

“Entertaining, informative, and in-
sightful.” —The New York Times

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101972922
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307388377
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525562436
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804172455
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804170468
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307472199
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780804173391
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307739797
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VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-91030-6      
464 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

H. W. BRANDS 
The Heartbreak of 
Aaron Burr

“H. W. Brands brings to life 
Burr’s forgotten contributions 
as a Revolutionary War hero 
and politician, as well as the 
shame that shadowed him 
for the rest of his life after 
Hamilton’s death.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-74326-8  
192 PAGES | $15.95 | E-book available

H. W. BRANDS
Heirs of the Founders
Henry Clay, John Calhoun and 
Daniel Webster, the Second 
Generation of American Giants

“H. W. Brands tells the story of 
Clay, Calhoun, and Webster with 
verve and clarity, reminding us of 
a bygone age when giants truly 
walked the floor of the United 
States Senate.” —Jon Meacham, 
author of The Soul of America

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43390-3      
432 PAGES | $18.95 | E-book available

JOSEPH J. ELLIS
American Dialogue
The Founders and Us
Joseph J. Ellis examines four 
of our most seminal historical 
figures, Washington, Jefferson, 
Madison, and Adams, through 
the prism of particular topics, 
using the perspective of the 
present to shed light on their 
views. He discusses Jefferson 
and the issue of racism, Adams 
and the specter of economic 
inequality, Washington and 
American imperialism, Madi-
son and the doctrine of original 
intent.

“[Joseph J. Ellis] conducts a 
discourse between our current 
troubled times and the period 
when our founders crafted our 
national creed. The result is an 
exploration of our values that is 
both timely and timeless.” 

“[A] fascinating and groundbreak-
ing account of the American 
Revolutionary War. . . . [A]n 
important corrective to the notion 
that our nationhood was preor-
dained.” —Nathaniel Philbrick, 
author of Bunker Hill    

ANDREW LAWLER
The Secret Token
Myth, Obsession, and the 
Search for the Lost Colony 
of Roanoke

“The Secret Token, spanning more 
than 400 years, offers the 
most authoritative account of 
the Lost Colony to date. . . . 
[Lawler] recounts his arduous 
travels with clarity and insight.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97460-5      
448 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

“Ellis is not concerned with 
quiet insights or reassurance. 
He means to mark out where 
we have strayed from, and 
how we have betrayed, 
America’s founding ideals.” 
—The Washington Post

NOW IN PAPERBACK

MARY BETH NORTON
1774
The Long Year of Revolution

Mary Beth Norton looks at 
the critical year of 1774 and 
the the revolutionary change 
that took place from Decem-
ber 1773 to mid-April 1775.
Norton draws extensively on 
newspapers, pamplets, and 
personal correspondence, re-
constructing colonial political 
discourse as it happened.

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-385-35336-6       
528 PAGES | $32.50 | E-book available

NICK BUNKER
Young Benjamin Franklin
The Birth of Ingenuity 

“Make room on the top shelf of 
all Franklin biographies. Bun-
ker here provides a stunning 
reappraisal of America’s most 
self-created genius, loaded 
with Franklinesque wisdom on 
every page.”  —Joseph Ellis, 
author of The Quartet and 
Founding Brothers

—Walter Isaacson, author of 
Leonardo Da Vinci

NOW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-87280-2    
464 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

LARRIE D. FERREIRO
Brothers at Arms
American Independence 
and the Men of France and 
Spain Who Saved It
FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE

—The New York Times

NOW IN PAPERBACK

—The Wall Street Journal

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7247-9      
304 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

U. S.  H I S T O R Y
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ISABEL WILKERSON
The Warmth of Other Suns
The Epic Story of America’s Great 
Migration
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS 
CIRCLE AWARD

WINNER OF THE MARK LYNTON HISTORY 
PRIZE

“ Ms. Wilkerson does for the Great 
Migration what John Steinbeck did 
for the Okies in his fiction master-
piece, The Grapes of Wrath; she hu-
manizes history, giving it emotional 
and psychological depth.”

H. W. BRANDS
American Colossus
The Triumph of Capitalism, 
1865–1900
“ A first-rate overview of one of 
the most important periods in 
American history. . . . Brands is 
a terrific writer who commands 
his material, handles this sprawl-
ing, complicated story with au-
thority and panache.” 

PETER COZZENS
The Earth Is Weeping
The Epic Story of the Indian 
Wars for the American West
WINNER OF THE GILDER LERHMAN 
PRIZE FOR MILITARY HISTORY

“ Cozzens admirably succeeds 
in framing the Indian Wars 
with acute historical accuracy.”  

ERIK LARSON
The Devil in the White City
Murder, Magic, and Madness at 
the Fair That Changed America
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK 
AWARD

“ As absorbing a piece of popular 
history as one will ever hope to 
find. Readers will soon forget that 
Larson’s work is nonfiction and, in-
stead, imagine that they are hold-
ing a fictional page-turner.” 

ERIC FONER
Forever Free
The Story of Emancipation 
and Reconstruction

“ Passionate, lucid, concise 
without being light. . . . 
Foner traces the lines of race 
and politics that run from 
Reconstruction to the age of 
segregation to the civil rights 
movement to our own time.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70274-7 
304 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-94818-2  
592 PAGES | $20.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-72560-9  
464 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

I Wish I’d Been There
Twenty Historians Bring to Life  
Dramatic Events That Changed 
America
Edited by Byron Hollinshead

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-4000-9654-1  
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

FERGUS M. BORDEWICH
Congress at War
How Republican Reformers 
Fought the Civil War, Defied 
Lincoln, Ended Slavery, and 
Remade America

“Demonstrates that congressional 
Radicals succeeded not only in 
forcefully challenging slavery but 
also in strengthening federal support 
for infrastructure, public education 
and financial stability.” —David S. 
Reynolds, The Wall Street Journal

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-451-49444-3       
480 PAGES | $32.50 | E-book available

—The New York Times Book 
Review

—The New York Times

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-38677-9  
704 PAGES | $18.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-76388-8  
640 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

—The Wall Street Journal

“Any review of I Wish I’d Been 
There should begin with an 
acknowledgment that Hol-
linshead’s request makes a 
delightful idea for a history 
book. . . . The premise of the 
book allows the historians 
to have a little fun with their 
areas of expertise.” —James 
L. Smith, Journal of Southern
History

U. S.  H I S T O R Y

—San Francisco Chronicle

—The New York Times               
Book Review

I Wish I’d Been There brings together 
twenty of our most distinguished 
historians’ responses to the ques-
tion, “What scene or incident 
in American history would you 
most like to have witnessed—and 
why?” The answers give students 
a front-row seat to American his-
tory’s most crucial events. From 
the Salem witch trials to the                
assassination of Abraham Lincoln 
to  the beginnings of the Vietnam 
War—all of these and more are 
vividly recreated here by a stellar 
list of contributors, including Mary 
Beth Norton, Joseph Ellis, Carol 
Berkin, Geoffrey Ward, Robert 
Dallek, Jay Winik, Robert Cow-
ley, Carolyn Gilman, and William 
Leuchtenburg, among others.

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780451494443
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375702747
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307948182
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780375725609
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307386779
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780679763888
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400096541
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E U R O P E A N  H I S T O R Y

I Wish I’d Been There
Book Two: European History
Twenty Historians Bring to Life 
Dramatic Events in the History 
of Europe
Edited by Byron Hollinshead 
and Theodore K. Rabb
Our finest historical writers 
turn their attention to Europe, 
with detailed accounts of 
some of the most dramatic 
events in history, such as the 
signing of the Magna Carta, 
the Versailles Conference, 
and the German surrender in 
WWII on Luneburg Heath.

E U R O P E A N  H I S T O R Y

THOMAS CAHILL
How the Irish Saved 
Civilization
The Untold Story of Ireland’s 
Heroic Role from the Fall of 
Rome to the Rise of Medieval 
Europe

“Charming and poetic, . . . an 
entirely engaging, delectable 
voyage into the distant past, a 
small treasure.” —The New 
York Times

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-41849-2 
256 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

RICHARD HOLMES
The Age of Wonder
How the Romantic Generation 
Discovered the Beauty and 
Terror of Science
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK  
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD

WINNER OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY PRIZE 
FOR SCIENCE BOOKS

“ [A] buoyant new fusion of history, 
art, science, philosophy, and 
biography.” —The New York 
Times

TOM HOLLAND
Dynasty
The Rise and Fall of the 
House of Caesar

“ Startlingly visceral. . . . Hol-
land has crafted a history of 
early Rome that has all the 
gripping detail and narrative 
momentum of a novel.” 

THOMAS CAHILL
Heretics and Heroes
How Renaissance Artists and 
Reformation Priests Created 
Our World

“ A great achievement. . . . Seem-
ingly effortless illumination 
of the Renaissance and the 
Reformation.” —James Shapiro, 
author of Contested Will: Who 
Wrote Shakespeare?

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-49554-7   
352 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3187-0  
576 PAGES | $22.00 | E-book available

DAVID FROMKIN
Europe’s Last Summer
Who Started the Great War 
in 1914?

“ No one has deconstructed the 
war quite the way Fromkin 
has. . . . Through it all are the 
telling details of diplomatic 
and military life that make the 
period so utterly tragic.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-27764-0   
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

THOMAS CAHILL
Sailing the Wine-Dark 
Sea

“ The best introduction to classi-
cal Greek culture yet written. 
. . . Learned, stylish and in-
spiring. . . . Well-informed, 
insightful and on the whole 
written in a sparkling style.” 
—Los Angeles Times —The New York Times

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-49558-5  
368 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-72575-3  
384 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

ALISTAIR HORNE
La Belle France
A Short History

Alistair Horne moves through 
the ages from Charlemagne 
to Chirac, giving luminous 
portraits of the France’s lead-
ers, philosophers, writers, 
artists, and composers.

“Horne does a service in help-
ing the reader navigate the 
complexities of French history.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3487-1      
544 PAGES | $21.00 | E-book available

“If anybody can get us reading 
about Homer, Plato, Socrates, 
Aristotle, Thucydides, Xenophon 
and more, Cahill will.” 
—Chicago Tribune

“[A] rollicking account of the 
Julio-Claudians. . . . A medita-
tion on the enduring power and 
possibilities of storytelling.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80672-7   
512 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

—Financial Times

—The Boston Globe

—Los Angeles Times

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307277640
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780385495547
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W O R L D  H I S T O R Y

PETER FRANKOPAN
The Silk Roads
A New History of the World
From the rise and fall of empires 
to the spread of Buddhism and 
the advent of Christianity and 
Islam, right up to the great 
wars of the twentieth century—
this book shows how the fate 
of the West has always been 
inextricably linked to the East.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-91237-9  
672 PAGES | $20.00 | E-book available

CHARLES C. MANN

CC S S

CHARLES C. MANN

Uncovering the New World 
Columbus Created
Charles C. Mann presents a 
deeply engaging new history 
of how European settlements 
in the post-Colombian Ameri-
cas shaped the world. 

“1493 ranges across continents 
and centuries to explain how 
the world we inhabit came to 
be.” —The Washington Post 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27824-1    
720 PAGES | $18.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3205-1 
576 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

WILLIAM H. McNEILL 
Plagues and Peoples 

Interprets world history as 
seen through the extraordi-
nary impact of disease on cul-
tures. With the identification 
of AIDS in the 1980s, a new 
chapter has been added to 
this chronicle of events, which 
William McNeill explores in 
his new preface to this updat-
ed edition. 
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-12122-4 
368 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available 

SIMON SEBAG 
MONTEFIORE
Titans of History 
The Giants Who Made Our 
World 
Titans of History is a collection 
of 170 short, entertaining, and 
vivid life stories of various histor-
ical figures who have changed 
the course of world history—
from Buddha and Genghis Khan 
to Anne Frank and Martin Luther 
King, Montefiore recounts the 
most momentous world events to 
the present.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56446-1      
640 PAGES | $20.00 | E-book available

1491 vividly compels us to reex-
amine how we teach the ancient 
history of the Americas and how 
we live with the environmental 
consequences of colonization.” 
—The Washington Post Book 
World

“This provocative history chal-
lenges the view of the West as 
heir to a pure Greco-Roman 
culture. . . . Frankopan marshals 
diverse examples to demon-
strate the interconnectedness 
of cultures, showing in vivid 
detail the eco-nomic and social 
impact of the silk and the slave 
trades, the Black Death, and the                                             
Buddhist influence on       
Christianity.” —The New Yorker

VIOLET MOLLER
The Map of Knowledge
A Thousand-Year History of  
How Classical Ideas Were  
Lost and Found

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97406-3        
352 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

SIMON SEBAG 
MONTEFIORE
Written in History
Letters That Changed 
the World
Simon Sebag Montefiore has se-
lected letters that have changed 
the course of global events from       
ancient times to the twenty-first 
century. The writers vary from 
Catherine the Great to Nelson 
Mandela, from Joseph Stalin 
to Pablo Picasso to Rosa Parks, 
from Oscar Wilde to Winston 
Churchill to Abraham Lincoln.

NEW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-9848-9816-6      
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

1491
New Revelations of the         
Americas Before Columbus

“ Mann tells a powerful, provoca-
tive and important story. . . .

1493

“Frankopan has created 
something that forces us to sit 
up and reconsider the world 
and the way we’ve always 
thought about it. . . . The 
book takes us by surprise 
right from the start.” —NPR

NEW

“The reader is invited to marvel 
at how multicultural the ancient 
world was, and to consider 
how the foundational knowl-
edge of the Western world . . . 
was painstakingly preserved, 
analyzed, and innovated upon 
for almost 1,000 years.” 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

—The Washington Post

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101912379
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781400032051
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https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101974063
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https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525564461
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A R T  H I S T O R Y  A N D  S T U D I O  A R T

CAMILLE PAGLIA
Glittering Images
A Journey Through Art from 
Egypt to Star Wars

With trademark audacity, 
Paglia tours through more 
than two dozen seminal 
paintings, sculptures, archi-
tectural styles, performance 
pieces, and digital art works 
that have transformed our 
world. Combining close 
analysis with historical 
context, she trains our eye 
to each image—from an 
Egyptian tomb to Jackson 
Pollock’s abstract Green Silver 
to Renée Cox’s daring per-
formance piece Chillin’ with 
Liberty. 

“A magisterial, poetically com-
posed, and masterly study.” 

ALEXANDER LEE
The Ugly Renaissance
Sex, Greed, Violence and 
Depravity in an Age of 
Beauty

“ Effortlessly combing scholarly 
depth with a highly accessible 
style and presenting many 
of the best-known (as well 
as some of the least-known) 
figures and artworks from the 
Renaissance in an unexpected 
and multifaceted light.” 

JULIAN BARNES
Keeping an Eye Open
Essays on Art
In this illuminating collec-
tion of essays on art, Barnes 
turns his narrative gifts to-
ward some of the most impor-
tant paintings in the Western 
canon, eloquently voicing our 
reactions to these images—
what they cause us to think 
and feel, and why.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-87337-3  
288 PAGES | $20.00 | E-book available

ANNE-MARIE 
O’CONNOR
The Lady in Gold
The Extraordinary Tale of 
Gustav Klimt’s Masterpiece, 
Portrait of Adele Bloch-
Bauer

ALAIN de BOTTON
The Architecture of 
Happiness

“ With originality, verve, and 
wit, de Botton explains how 
we find reflections of our own 
values in the edifices we make. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27802-9    
224 PAGES | $24.95 | E-book available

ROBERT FARRIS 
THOMPSON
Flash of the Spirit
African & Afro-American   
Art & Philosophy

“Mr. Thompson . . . is part 
anthropologist, part art critic, 
part musicologist, part student 
of religion and philosophy, and 
entirely an enthusiastic partisan 
of what he writes about.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-394-72369-3    
336 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

TOM ANG
Fundamentals of 
Photography
The Essential Handbook for 
Both Digital and Film Cameras
Award-winning photographer 
Tom Ang provides the most 
comprehensive, accessible, 
and completely up-to-date 
guide available for today’s 
photographer: whether begin-
ner or advanced, using a film 
camera or digital. 

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-375-71157-2  
352 PAGES | $26.95

“A celebration of art and 
persistence. . . . O’Connor’s 
book brings Klimt’s excep-
tional portrait of Adele 
Bloch-Bauer home, broaden-
ing the meaning of home-
land at the same time.” 
—The Christian Science 
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-87312-0  
368 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

—Kirkus Reviews

“Paglia is a wonderful 
popularizer of art history 
and art appreciation.” 

—The Philadelphia Inquirer

. . . Altogether satisfying.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27724-4 
288 PAGES | $19.00 | E-book available

—San Francisco Chronicle 

—The New York Times 
Book Review

—New Humanist

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80292-7   
448 PAGES | $18.95 | E-book available

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780307278029
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9781101873373
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M U S I C  T H E O R Y

HARUKI MURAKAMI 
and SEIJI OZAWA
Absolutely on Music
Conversations
Translated by Jay Rubin

“ A book . . . that will open 
doors for people who want 
to love classical music. It is 
a quirky, oddly compelling 
book carried along by the 
smooth, laid-back rhythms of 
its relaxing conversations.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97360-8     
272 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

STUART ISACOFF
Temperament
How Music Became 
a Battleground for the 
Great Minds of Western 
Civilization

“ Charming. . . . As much a 
whirlwind tour of Western 
culture’s big ideas as it is a 
musicological investigation.” 
—Los Angeles Times 
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70330-0 
288 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

MATTHEW GUERRIERI
The First Four Notes
Beethoven’s Fifth and the 
Human Imagination

“ How do four simple notes—
da-da-da-DUM—inspire 
everyone from Ralph Waldo 
Emerson and Mao Zedong 
to the Nazis and the Allies 
in WWII? Guerrieri uncovers 
everything you’d ever want 
to know about Beethoven’s 
most famous symphony.” 

BRAD TOLINSKI and 
ALAN DI PERNA
Play It Loud
An Epic History of the Style, 
Sound, and Revolution of the 
Electric Guitar

“ Even the casual music fan will 
find a thrilling narrative that 
weaves together cultural history, 
musical history, race, politics, 
business case studies, advertis-
ing and technological discovery.” 

OLIVER SACKS
Musicophilia
Tales of Music and the Brain

“ [Dr. Sacks’s] book not only 
contributes to our understand-
ing of the elusive magic of 
music but also illuminates the 
strange workings, and misfir-
ings, of the human mind.” 

—San Francisco Chronicle
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7372-8  
320 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

JOHN MAUCERI
Maestros and Their 
Music
The Art and Alchemy of 
Conducting

“To read Maestros and Their Music 
is to come away with a much 
clearer understanding of what 
its author calls the ‘strange 
and lawless world’ of con-
ducting.” —Terry Teachout,        
Commentary

—Los Angeles Magazine
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7019-2 
384 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

—The Wall Street Journal
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97039-3 
400 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3353-9  
448 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

JOHN MAUCERI
For the Love of Music 
A Conductor’s Guide to the 
Art of Listening
With a lifetime of experience, 
celebrated conductor John 
Mauceri traces the history of 
classical music, from ancient 
Greece to its influences across 
the globe and examines the 
music itself, teaching how 
one can get the most from the 
listening experience.

—Carolyn M. Mulac, 
Library Journal

“The author’s joy for music 
is infectious . . .  Even 
those who know classical 
music well will learn 
something from this lively 
and enthusiastic primer.” 
—Kirkus Reviews

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43649-2     
224 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

—The New York Times

“Eloquent and inspiring. . . . 
Mauceri skillfully incorporates 
his musical experiences, from 
his youth to the present. . . . The 
perfect companion for those 
who are already well versed in 
classical music and for those 
ready to take the plunge.” 

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/book/?isbn=9780525436492
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Policing the Black Man
Arrest, Prosecution, and 
Imprisonment
Edited by Angela J. Davis

Policing the Black Man explores and 
critiques the many ways the 
criminal justice system impacts 
the lives of African American 
boys and men, featuring es-
says by some of the nation’s 
most influential and respected 
criminal justice experts and 
legal scholars.

“This powerful book demands 
our fierce attention.” 

U. S .  G O V E R N M E N T  A N D C I V I C S

ELI SASLOW
Ten Letters
The Stories Americans Tell 
Their President

“ Eli Saslow . . . show[s] the pro-
found real-life connections be-
tween the White House and the 
people.” —David Maraniss, au-
thor of Barack Obama: The Story

RICHARD HOFSTADTER
The American Political 
Tradition 
And the Men Who Made It
With a Foreword by Christopher 
Lasch

STEPHEN BREYER
Making Our        
Democracy Work
A Judge’s View

“ A calm, reasoned book about 
how the Supreme Court should 
do its work and how, in his-
tory, it has sometimes failed the 
challenge. . . . A remarkable 
contribution to educating the 
public about our constitutional 
system.” —The New York                
Review of Books

ROBERT B. REICH
The Common Good
Robert Reich makes a pow-
erful case, rooting his ar-
gument in common sense 
and everyday reality, that 
a common good constitutes 
the very essence of any so-
ciety or nation.

“Brief but well-argued. . . . A 
provocative essay.” 

PREET BHARARA
Doing Justice
A Prosecutor’s Thoughts on 
Crime, Punishment, and the 
Rule of Law

“[A] vivid memoir of a critical 
job, a primer on the toughest 
questions of prosecutorial ethics, 
and a reminder of the drama 
inherent in life in the court-
room arena.” —Jeffrey Toobin,             
author of American Heiress

NOW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56293-1      
368 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

JONATHAN HAIDT
The Righteous Mind
Why Good People Are 
Divided by Politics and 
Religion

“A remarkable and original 
synthesis of social psychology, 
political analysis, and moral 
reasoning.” —Edward O. 
Wilson, University Research 
Professor Emeritus, Harvard 
University
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-45577-2      
528 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

RAHM EMANUEL
The Nation City
Why Mayors Are Now 
Running the World
In The Nation City, Rahm Emanu-
el, former two-term mayor of 
Chicago and White House 
Chief of Staff for President 
Barack Obama, offers a first-
hand account of how cities, 
rather than the federal gov-
ernment, stand at the center 
of innovation and effective 
governance. 

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-525-65638-8         
256 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43637-9     
208 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-39083-7 
288 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—Toni Morrison
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43661-4      
352 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—Kirkus Reviews

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-74255-1  
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

CCSS

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

This revised edition of Richard 
Hofstadter’s classic study of 
American politics changed the 
way in which the relationship 
between power and ideas in 
the national experience is un-
derstood. 
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-72315-8 
560 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK
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MELVIN I. UROFSKY
Dissent and the         
Supreme Court
Its Role in the Court’s History 
and the Nation’s Constitutional 
Dialogue

“Urofsky’s extraordinarily careful 
analysis and sense of historical 
depth make [this] an important 
book, one that explores some of 
the most significant dissents in 
the history of that institution. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56254-2 
192 PAGES | $9.95 | E-book available

DAVID K. SHIPLER
Rights at Risk
The Limits of Liberty in Modern 
America

“ Shipler doesn’t mince words or 
shy away from the hard issues.       

DAVID K. SHIPLER
Freedom of Speech
Mightier Than the Sword

“ [Shipler] takes on everything 
from the fate of whistleblowers 
(not good) to how schools deal 
with books that some parents 
find objectionable. Thoroughly 
reported and written with both 
fairness and passion, it’s a 
highly readable treatment of a 
subject that doesn’t get much 
more important.” —The New 
York Times

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-94761-1  
352 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

RAY RAPHAEL
Mr. President
How and Why the Founders 
Created a Chief Executive

“ [A] fascinating and fresh narra-
tive that takes the reader from 
the fierce debates establishing 
the federal executive at the Con-
stitutional Convention through 
Thomas Jefferson’s election 
which tested the framers’ handi-
work.” —Joyce Appleby, author 
of The Relentless Revolution

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-74238-4 
336 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97345-5  
432 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

GANESH SITARAMAN
The Crisis of the Middle-
Class Constitution
Why Economic Inequality 
Threatens Our Republic

“Sitaraman uncovers the lost es-
sence to our constitutional past, 
and renders it as important today 
as it ever was. His beautifully writ-
ten and powerfully argued book 
will change the discourse of consti-
tutionalism—for the better.” 

The U.S. Constitution
Explained—Clause by Clause—   
for Every American Today
Annotated by Ray Raphael

Acclaimed historian and Constitutional 
expert Ray Raphael guides students 
through the origins, impact, and current 
relevance of the original text and all 
twenty-seven amendments. Here is 
the key historical context for issues in 
the news today—from the Electoral 
College to Washington gridlock, from 
peaceful protests to executive power. 
Thoughtful and nuanced, this annotated 
Constitution is the ultimate political fact-
checking source for every American.

“Raphael’s annotations are written 
with such clarity. Indeed, the kind 
of clarity we need at this critical 
moment in our nation’s history.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-74132-5    
544 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

JUSTIN DRIVER
The Schoolhouse Gate
Public Education, the Supreme 
Court, and the Battle for the 
American Mind

“The Schoolhouse Gate is the first 
book-length history of Supreme 
Court cases involving the consti-
tutional rights of schoolchildren, 
a set of cases that, though often 
written about, have never before 
been written about all together, 
as if they constituted a distinct 
body of law.” —Jill Lepore,     
The New Yorker

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56696-0    
576 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-94700-0  
400 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

. . .  Riveting.”  —The New York 
Times Book Review

—Philadelphia Inquirer
—Lawrence Lessig, Furman       
Professor of Law, Harvard Law 
School

—Carol Anderson, winner of the 
National Book Critics Circle Award

. . . The writing is precise, inter-
esting, and frequently moving.        
. . . His coverage, concreteness, 
and willingness to candidly take 
on the range of issues make this 
a terrific book for anyone inter-
ested in our rights and liberties.”

U. S .  G O V E R N M E N T  A N D  C I V I C S
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C O M P A R A T I V E  G O V E R N M E N T

H. G. WELLS
The Rights of Man
H. G. Wells’s passionate and 
influential manifesto—never 
before available in the United 
States—was first published in 
England in 1940 in response 
to World War II. A new in-
troduction to Wells’s work by 
award-winning novelist Ali 
Smith underlines the continu-
ing urgency and relevance 
of one of the most important 
humanitarian texts of the twen-
tieth century.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43234-0 
176 PAGES | $10.00 | E-book available

PAUL KENNEDY
The Parliament of Man
The Past, Present, and Future 
of the United Nations
A thorough and timely his-
tory of the United Nations 
that explains the institution’s 
roots and functions while 
also casting an objective eye 
on the UN’s effectiveness as 
a body and on its prospects 
for success in meeting the 
challenges that lie ahead.
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70341-6 
384 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

NINA MUNK
The Idealist
Jeffrey Sachs and the
Quest to End Poverty

“ Munk draws a nuanced 
portrait of Sachs and his 
Millennium Villages Project. 

HOWARD W. FRENCH
A Continent for the 
Taking 
The Tragedy and Hope of 
Africa
A YALSA OUTSTANDING BOOK FOR THE 
COLLEGE BOUND

“ A brilliant and nuanced 
meditation on the complexities 
of contemporary Africa. . . . 
Howard French’s voice is both 
fresh and enlightening.”

ROBERT KAGAN
The Jungle Grows Back
America and Our Imperiled 
World
The Jungle Grows Back is a visionary 
argument for America’s role as 
an enforcer of peace and order 
throughout the world.

“[Kagan] is right to detect a crisis 
of confidence in the democratic 
world. He sets out his case with 
characteristic brilliance and con-
viction.” —The Economist

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3027-9 
320 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

JEREMY HEIMANS and 
HENRY TIMMS
New Power
How Anyone Can Persuade, 
Mobilize, and Succeed in Our 
Chaotic, Connected Age

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97110-9      
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

KARL MARX  and       
FRIEDRICH ENGELS
The Communist Manifesto
Introduction by Yanis Yaroufakis
First published in London in 
1848, The Communist Manifesto and 
its impact reverberated across 
the globe and through the next 
century. With a new introduc-
tion by Yanis Varoufakis, it is an 
essential read for those seeking 
to understand the modern politi-
cal landscape. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56672-4  
128 PAGES | $8.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56357-0       
192 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

REISSUE

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

In this indispensable guide 
to navigating the twenty-first 
century, Jeremy Heimans and 
Henry Timms reveal a new and 
compelling lens on the biggest 
stories of the age—from the rise 
of mega-platforms like Facebook 
to movements like #MeToo to 
platforms like Airbnb and Lyft, 
they show the strength of new 
power, as well as its dark side.

“This book will inform and 
inspire all those wanting to 
make change . . . and achieve 
a goal against all odds.” 
—Jane Goodall

NEW

. . . Worth taking the time        
to read it. It’s a valuable—  
and, at times, heartbreaking—
cautionary tale.” —Bill Gates
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-7679-2942-4  
288 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available —Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 

author of Colored People 
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E C O N O M I C S

DAVID K. SHIPLER
The Working Poor
Invisible in America
A searing, intimate portrait 
of working American families 
struggling against insurmount-
able odds to escape poverty. 
This impassioned book not 
only dissects the problems, 
but makes pointed, informed 
recommendations for change.

TIM WU
The Attention Merchants
The Epic Scramble to Get 
Inside Our Heads

“ Comprehensive and conscien-
tious, readers are bound to 
stumble on ideas and episodes 
of media history that they knew 
little about. [Wu] writes with 
elegance and clarity, giving 
readers the pleasing sensation 
of walking into a stupendously 
well-organized closet.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56320-4    
352 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

NEW IN PAPERBACK

FINBARR LIVESEY
From Global to Local
The Making of Things and 
the End of Globalization

“The great strength of Livesey’s 
book is to make us look more 
closely and intelligently at 
the underlying drivers of 
globalization. [From Global to 
Local] will help us understand 
and anticipate the changing 
dynamics of global economic 
interdependence.” 
—Finance & Development
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56297-9     
228 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

RANDY CHARLES EPPING
The New World Economy: 
A Beginner’s Guide
Demystifying Everything from 
AI and Bitcoins to Unicorns and 
Generation Z
In this lively guide, Randy Charles 
Epping explains the fundamentals 
of the current economic landscape 
as it shifts at an increasing rate. 
In thirty-six engaging chapters, 
Epping lays bare everything 
from NGOs and nonprofits to AI 
and data mining. He explains 
blockchains, Bitcoin, causes of 
trade deficits, and answers tough 
questions: How has the behavior 
of millennials and Generation 
Z affected the global economy? 
Do trade wars actually help 
the domestic economy? With 
a comprehensive glossary and 
absolutely no graphs, The New 
World Economy: A Beginner’s Guide is a 
vital resource for today’s changing 
world.

JAMES KWAK
Economism
Bad Economics and the Rise 
of Inequality

“This clearly written book is an 
excellent dissection of some 
bad ideas that have been 
allowed to masquerade as 
common sense for too long.” 
—Jedediah Purdy, Duke 
Law School

VINTAGE | PAPER |978-0-525-43628-7       
256 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

ADAM DAVIDSON
The Passion Economy
The New Rules for Thriving in 
the Twenty-First Century
Adam Davidson offers an in-
dispensable road map to the 
economic future.

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-385-35352-6       
336 PAGES | $27.95 | E-book available

“Fine inspiration for entrepre-
neurs that should be required 
reading in any business school 
curriculum.” —Kirkus Reviews 
(starred review)

TOM VANDERBILT
You May Also Like
Taste in an Age of Endless 
Choice

“Bounces the insights of modern 
data scientists off the work of 
generations of critics, economists, 
neuroscientists, philosophers, psy-
chologists, and sociologists. . . . 
Vanderbilt is a skillful synthesizer, 
and You May Also Like is full of unex-
pected connections.” 
—Felix Gillette, Bloomberg
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-94859-5    
400 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70821-3 
352 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available—The New York Times 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7004-8 
432 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available
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H U M A N  G E O G R A P H Y

JANE JACOBS
The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities

“ This is one of the most remark-
able books ever written about 
the city. . . . It is an antithesis 
we very much need, for the 
elements Jacobs perceives are 
precisely the elements we seem 
bent on eliminating in conven-
tional redevelopment.” 

JACK TURNER
Spice
The History of a Temptation

A brilliant, original history 
of the spice trade—and the 
appetites that fueled it.

“ [A]n erudite and engaging 
account of how foodstuffs can 
change the flow of history.”

NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 
and SHERYL WuDUNN
Half the Sky
Turning Oppression into 
Opportunity for Women 
Worldwide
WINNER OF THE DAYTON LITERARY PEACE 
PRIZE FOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT 

A YALSA OUTSTANDING BOOK FOR THE 
COLLEGE BOUND

“ Combines a denunciation of hor-
rible abuses with clear-eyed hope 
and some compelling practical 
strategies.” —The New York Times

GISH JEN
The Girl at the  
Baggage Claim
Explaining the East-West 
Culture Gap

Gish Jen, drawing on a 
trove of personal accounts 
and cutting-edge research, 
shows how our worldviews 
are shaped by what cultural 
psychologists call “indepen-
dent” and “interdependent” 
models of selfhood.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43244-9      
432 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

JAMES FALLOWS and                   
DEBORAH FALLOWS 
Our Towns
A 100,000-Mile Journey into the 
Heart of America

For five years, James and Debo-
rah Fallows have travelled across 
America in a single-engine prop 
airplane. Visiting dozens of towns, 
the America they saw is acutely 
conscious of its problems but it 
is also crafting solutions, with a 
practical-minded determination 
at dramatic odds with the bitter 
paralysis of national politics. 

“In these cities, the Fallows argue, 
citizen participants are coping with 
declining industries, creating new 
civic cultures, assimilating waves 
of immigration, and collaborating 
across party-lines to revive every-
thing from arts programs to tech 
seedbeds.” —David Brooks, The 
New York Times

DOLORES HAYDEN
Building Suburbia
Green Fields and Urban 
Growth, 1820–2000
This is a provocative history  
that defines seven eras of 
suburban development since 
1820, encompassing the 
environmental controversies 
as well as the complexities of 
race, gender, and class.  

—The New York Times 
Book Review 

“A tonic of a book about the 
can-do America unready to 
succumb to rot.” 
—Roger Cohen, The New 
York Times

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-70705-6 
384 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-38709-7 
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-375-72721-4    
336 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97206-9 
336 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

CRAIG CHILDS
Atlas of a Lost World
Travels in Ice Age America
Craig Childs blends science and 
personal narrative to examine 
the lives of the first people in 
the New World. He resonates 
a story from the Pleistocene to 
the modern era and revealing 
how much has changed since 
the time of mammoth hunters, 
and how little. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80631-4    
288 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

—William H. Whyte 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-74195-4 
480 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available
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E N V I R O N M E N T A L  S C I E N C E

WANGARI MAATHAI
Unbowed
A Memoir
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PEACE PRIZE

When Maathai founded the 
Green Belt Movement, she be-
gan a vital environmental or-
ganization that soon spread 
across Africa. Persevering 
through run-ins with the Ke-
nyan government, she fought 
tirelessly to save Kenya’s for-
ests and to restore democracy 
to her beloved country.
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-27520-2 
368 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

TEACHER’S GUIDE AVAILABLE

DR. LUCY JONES
The Big Ones
How Natural Disasters Have 
Shaped Us (and What We 
Can Do About Them)  

“The Big Ones is a timely and 
essential remembrance of 
how natural disasters have 
changed the world in dramatic 
ways. Lucy Jones is a first-rate 
storyteller and fine researcher.” 

CLIMATE CENTRAL
Global Weirdness 
Severe Storms, Deadly Heat 
Waves, Relentless Drought, 
Rising Seas, and the Weather 
of the Future

“ Slim and elegant. . . . Written 
in the kind of plain English of 
which Strunk and White would 
approve, that lays out what we 
know about climate change 
while hewing to the facts and 
taking great care to avoid bias 
and hysteria.”  —The New 
York Times    

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43428-3     
256 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-74336-7 
224 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

HOPE JAHREN
The Story of More 
How We Got to Climate Change 
and Where to Go from Here
In The Story of More, Hope Jahren il-
luminates the link between human 
habits and our imperiled planet. 
In concise, highly readable chap-
ters, she explains the current and 
projected consequences of global 
warming—from superstorms to ris-
ing sea levels—and the actions 
that we all can take to fight back. 
At once an explainer of the mech-
anisms of global change and a 
lively, personal narrative, this is 
the essential pocket primer on cli-
mate change.

“Hope Jahren asks the central ques-
tion of our time: how can we learn 
to live on a finite planet? The Story of 
More is thoughtful, informative, and—
above all—essential.”
—Elizabeth Kolbert, author of 
The Sixth Extinction

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56338-9       
224 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

NEW IN PAPERBACK

CHRISTIANA FIGUERES 
and TOM RIVETT-CARNAC
The Future We Choose 
Surviving the Climate Crisis 

“The Paris Agreement was a 
landmark for humankind. In this 
timely and important book, two 
of the principal creators of that 
agreement show us why and how 
we can now realize its promise. I 
hope it is widely read and acted 
on.” —Jane Goodall, author of In 
the Shadow of Man

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-525-65835-1      
240 PAGES | $23.00 | E-book available

—Douglas Brinkley, author of 
The Great Deluge

BREN SMITH
Eat Like a Fish
My Adventures Farming the Ocean 
to Fight Climate Change
A groundbreaking “climate mem-
oir,” Eat Like a Fish interweaves Bren 
Smith’s own life—from sailing the 
high seas aboard commercial fish-
ing trawlers to pioneering new 
forms of ocean farming to surfing 
the frontiers of the food movement—
with actionable food policy and 
practical advice on ocean farm-
ing. Written with the humor and 
swagger of a fisherman telling a 
late-night tale, it is a powerful story 
of environmental renewal, and 
a must-read guide to saving our 
oceans, feeding the world, and—
by creating new jobs up and down 
the coasts.

“A mindbending look into an extraor-
dinary world by a stunning and 
gifted story teller.” —Paul Hawken, 
author of Drawdown: The Most   
Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed 
to Reverse Global Warming

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97432-2        
320 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

“What a remarkable book! 
Bren Smith has a (wild) life 
story to recount, a novel 
food-growing technique to 
describe, and a planet to 
help save.” —Bill McKibben, 
author of Eaarth: Making a 
Life on a Tough New Planet

NEW

NEW

NEW
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B I O L O G Y

ADRIAN BEJAN and 
J. PEDER ZANE
Design in Nature
How the Constructal Law
Governs Evolution in Biology,
Physics, Technology, and
Social Organization

“ This extraordinary book pro-
poses a law of nature whose 
power is matched only by its 
simplicity. Everything you lay 
your eyes on will blow your 
mind with fresh interpreta-
tion.” —David Eagleman,   
author of Incognito
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-74434-0 
304 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

CCSS

NEIL SHUBIN
Your Inner Fish
A Journey into the 3.5-Billion-
Year History of the Human 
Body
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCES BOOK AWARD

“ Your Inner Fish combines Shu-
bin’s and others’ discoveries 
to present a twenty-first-century 
anatomy lesson. The simple, 
passionate writing may turn 
more than a few high-school 
students into aspiring biolo-
gists.” —Nature
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27745-9 
256 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

JAMES HAMBLIN
If Our Bodies Could Talk
Operating and Maintaining                           
a Human Body

BARBARA NATTERSON-                        
HOROWITZ and       
KATHRYN BOWERS
Zoobiquity
The Astonishing Connection  
Between Human and Animal 
Health

DAVID REICH
Who We Are and How 
We Got Here
Ancient DNA and the New 
Science of the Human Past

“The work in [Reich’s] lab has 
reshaped our understanding of 
human prehistory. . . . He and 
his colleagues have shed light 
on the peopling of the planet 
and the spread of agriculture, 
among other momentous events.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-87346-5      
368 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

“ If you want to understand 
the strange workings of 
the human body, and the 
future of medicine, you 
must read this illuminating, 
engaging book.”—Siddhartha 
Mukherjee, author of The 
Gene

NOW IN PAPERBACK
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97082-9   
400 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—Carl Zimmer, The New 
York Times

NEIL SHUBIN
Some Assembly Required
Decoding Four Billion Years 
of Life, from Ancient Fossils to 
DNA

“Through tales of remarkable 
creatures, and some even more 
remarkable people who study 
them, Neil Shubin unravels the 
mystery at the heart of evolu-
tion—how nature invents.” 
—Sean B. Carroll, author of 
The Serengeti Rules

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 978-1-101-87133-1  
288 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available

BILL BRYSON
The Body
A Guide for Occupants
Bill Bryson provides a head-
to-toe tour of the human body, 
describing how it functions, its 
remarkable ability to heal itself, 
and the ways it can fail. Full 
of extraordinary facts and an-
ecdotes, The Body will provide 
a deeper understanding of the 
miracle that is life.

“Glorious. . . . Having described 
the physical nature of our world 
and beyond, from the atomic to 
the intergalactic, in The Body 
[Bryson] now turns inward to 
explain—in his lucid, amusing 
style—what we’re made of. . . . 
Draws on dozens of experts and 
a couple hundred books to carry 
the reader from outside to inside, 
from up to down and from miracu-
lous operational efficiencies to ma-
lignant mayhem when things go 
awry.” —The Washington Post

DOUBLEDAY | CLOTH | 978-0-385-53930-2  
464 PAGES | $30.00 | E-book available

NEW

NEW

“ [A] ground-breaking book and 
essential reading for anyone 
interested in the connections be-
tween human and animal medi-
cine. [It] throws a gauntlet out 
to the biomedical scientific and 
clinical community.” —Peter 
Rabinowitz, M.D., Yale School 
of Medicine
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-47743-9 
416 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available
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RICHARD FORTEY
The Wood for the Trees
One Man’s Long View of 
Nature
Award-winning scientist Rich-
ard Fortey, upon his retire-
ment, purchased four acres of 
ancient woodland in the Chil-
tern Hills of Oxfordshire, Eng-
land. The Wood for the Trees is the 
joyful, lyrical portrait of what 
he found there.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-91156-3 
336 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

CARLOS MAGDALENA
The Plant Messiah
Adventures in Search of the 
World’s Rarest Species
This is an impassioned mem-
oir of saving extraordinary 
plants on the brink of extinc-
tion, by a scientist who has 
been called a “codebreaker” 
(Telegraph) and “an inspira-
tion” (Jane Goodall).

JONATHAN WEINER
The Beak of the Finch
A Story of Evolution in Our 
Time
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE

This is the story of two evo-
lutionary biologists’s investi-
gation of Galapagos finches 
who were able to see the size 
and shape of the beak adapt 
in a brief span of time.

“This book is an extraordinary 
achievement.  It is carefully re-
searched, impeccably crafted, 
unflinchingly dramatic, yet 
conscientiously scientific.” 

HOPE JAHREN
Lab Girl
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS 
CIRCLE AWARD FOR AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Geobiologist Hope Jahren has 
spent her life studying trees, flow-
ers, seeds, and soil. Lab Girl is 
her revelatory treatise on plant 
life—but it is also a celebration 
of the lifelong curiosity, humility, 
and passion that drive every sci-
entist. 

“Engrossing. . . . Thrilling. . . . 
Does for botany what Oliver 
Sacks’s essays did for neurology, 
what Stephen Jay Gould’s writings 
did for paleontology.” —The New 
York Times

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-87372-4  
304 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80457-0    
448 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

“Clear, compelling and uncompro-
misingly honest. . . . Hope Jahren 
is the voice that science has been 
waiting for.” —Nature   

RICHARD PRESTON
The Hot Zone
The Terrifying True Story of  
the Origins of the Ebola Virus

“ A tour de force. . . . Preston 
uses the power of simple nar-
rative to drive deep his story’s 
urgent truths.” —Los Angeles 
Times Book Review

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-49522-6  
368 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

COMMON CORE EXEMPLAR

CCSS

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43666-9      
288 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—School Library Journal

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-73337-9 
352 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

RICHARD O. PRUM
The Evolution of Beauty 
How Darwin’s Forgotten Theory of 
Mate Choice Shapes the Animal 
World—and Us

In this major reimagining of how 
evolutionary forces work, Prum re-
veals how mating preferences create 
the extraordinary range of ornament 
in the animal world. Prum dusts off 
Darwin’s long-neglected theory of 
sexual selection in which the act 
of choosing a mate for purely aes-
thetic reasons—what Darwin termed 

“the taste for the beautiful”—is an           
independent engine of evolutionary 
change. The Evolution of Beauty pres-
ents a unique scientific vision for 
how nature’s splendor contributes 
to a more complete understanding 
of evolution.

“Prum draws on decades of study, 
hundreds of papers, and a lively, liter-
ate, and mischievous mind. . . . A 
delicious read, both seductive and 
mutinous.” —David Dobbs, The New 
York Times Book Review

B I O L O G Y

“A major intellectual 
achievement that should  
hasten the adoption  of a 
more expansive style of 
evolutionary explanation 
that Darwin himself would 
have appreciated.” 

—Nick Romeo, The      
Washington Post
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G E N E R A L  S C I E N C E  A N D  H I S T O R Y  O F  S C I E N C E

MICHAEL BROOKS
13 Things that Don’t 
Make Sense
The Most Baffling Scientific 
Mysteries of Our Time

Science’s best-kept secret is 
this: even today, there are 
experimental results that the 
most brilliant scientists can-
not explain. Michael Brooks 
heads to the scientific frontier 
to confront thirteen modern-day 
anomalies and what they might 
reveal about tomorrow’s break-
throughs. 

GEORGE JOHNSON
The Ten Most  
Beautiful Experiments

“ Unusual and engaging. . . . 
Unfussy, jargon-free. . . . John-
son is an experienced science 
writer with a knack for mak-
ing biology and physics clear, 
and for finding the humaniz-
ing details in this world.”

KEVIN ASHTON
How to Fly a Horse
The Secret History of Creation, 
Invention, and Discovery

“ Tech pioneer Kevin Ashton argues 
that it is hard work, not genius, 
that’s responsible for most tech-
nological innovations. . . . His 
well-chosen examples reinforce the 
idea that there is no magic or myth 
to creation or discovery, making 
this an approachable, thought-
provoking book that encourages   
everyone to be the best they can 
be.” —The Guardian

ROBERT M. HAZEN and 
JAMES TREFIL
Science Matters
Achieving Scientific Literacy

“ Hazen and Trefil [are] unpre-
tentious—good, down-to-earth, 
we-can-explain-anything sci-
ence teachers, the kind you 
wish you had but never did.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-345-80284-2      
640 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43454-2  
368 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

BRIAN GREENE
Until the End of Time
Mind, Matter, and Our Search 
for Meaning in an Evolving 
Universe

Brian Greene provides a new 
exploration of the cosmos from 
the universe’s beginning to the 
closest science can take us to 
the very end. Through a series 
of nested stories that explain dis-
tinct but interwoven layers of re-
ality—from quantum mechanics 
to consciousness to black holes—
Greene provides a clearer sense 
of how humans came to be and 
a firmer understanding of where 
humanity is headed. 

KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-1-5247-3167-0      
448 PAGES | $30.00 | E-book available

—Minneapolis Star Tribune

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3423-9 
208 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7006-2 
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—The Wall Street Journal 

MICHIO KAKU
The Future of Humanity
Our Destiny in the Universe

“With admirable clarity and ease, 
Mr. Kaku rehearses the history of 
rocketry and the formation of the 
planets, and explains how we 
might colonize not only Mars but 
some of the rocky moons of the 
gas giants Jupiter and Saturn.” 

CHARLES C. MANN
The Wizard and the 
Prophet
Two Remarkable Scientists and 
Their Dueling Visions to Shape 
Tomorrow’s World

“Charles Mann provides a deeply 
corrugated, richly nuanced, and 
highly entertaining narrative to 
make sense of the most conse-
quential decisions facing civiliza-
tion.” —Ruth deFries, author of 
The Big Ratchet: How Humanity 
Thrives in the Face of Natural 
Crisis

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-45458-4 
384 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

—The New York Times 
Book Review

“Until the End of Time is encyclopedic 
in its ambition and its erudition, 
often heartbreaking. . . . A love 
letter to the ephemeral cosmic mo-
ment when everything is possible.” 
—Dennis Overbye, The New York 
Times Book Review

“[Greene] weaves a rich  
tapestry of theories and 
perspectives as he navi-
gates space and time.” 
—New Scientist

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27881-4 
256 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available
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MICHIO KAKU
Physics of the 
Impossible
A Scientific Exploration into 
the World of Phasers, Force 
Fields, Teleportation, and 
Time Travel

“ Kaku’s latest book aims to 
explain exactly why some vi-
sions of the future may eventu-
ally be realized while others 
are likely to remain beyond 
the bounds of possibility.” 

JOSEPH SCHWARTZ and 
MICHAEL McGUINNESS
Einstein for Beginners
Amusing, sophisticated, and 
accessible, Einstein for Beginners 
takes us through the revolu-
tions in electrical communi-
cations and technology that 
made the theory of relativity 
possible. A comprehensive in-
troduction to Einstein’s life and 
thought.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-6892-2  
352 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

MAX TEGMARK
Our Mathematical 
Universe
My Quest for the Ultimate 
Nature of Reality

“ This is science writing at its 
best—dynamic, dramatic 
and accessible. . . . Bril-
liantly argued and beauti-
fully written, it is never less 
than thought-provoking 
about the greatest mysteries 
of our existence.”

JANNA LEVIN 
Black Hole Blues and 
Other Songs from Outer 
Space 

“ A first-hand account of the sci-
entific pursuit to detect gravita-
tional waves. . . .  Levin is an 
accomplished astrophysicist 
and a colleague of the four 
scientists at the center of this 
book. It is a story that, until 
now, has been known only to 
those most involved with the 
project.” —NPR
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-94848-9  
256 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—San Francisco Chronicle

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-47333-2 
480 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

MICHIO KAKU
Physics of the Future
How Science Will Shape 
Human Destiny and Our Daily 
Lives by the Year 2100

“ Mind-bending. . . . Fascinat-
ing. . . . Kaku has a gift for 
explaining incredibly complex 
concepts, on subjects as far-
ranging as nanotechnology 
and space travel, in language 
the lay reader can grasp.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-27882-1 
352 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-74425-8 
432 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

PANTHEON | PAPER | 978-0-375-71459-7  
176 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

JAMES GLEICK
Time Travel
A History

“A fascinating mash-up of 
philosophy, literary criti-
cism, physics and cultural 
observation. . . . A wonderful 
reminder that the most potent 
time-traveling technology 
we have is also the oldest 
technology we have: storytell-
ing.” —The New York Times 

—The New York Times—The Economist 

DAVID LINDLEY
The Dream Universe
How Fundamental Physics Lost   
Its Way

David Lindley provides a capti-
vating narrative about how mod-
ern science broke free of ancient 
philosophy, and how theoretical 
physics is returning to its unsci-
entific roots. In The Dream Universe, 
Lindley asks what is science when 
it becomes completely untethered 
from measurable phenomena?

“A thoughtful, captivating analysis 
of the history of physics. Lindley 
makes the fascinating point that 
present-day fundamental physics 
has become more akin to Platonic 
philosophy than to Galileo’s, New-
ton’s, and Faraday’s notion of laws 
deduced from experiments and ob-
servations. A wonderful read.” 
—Mario Livio, author of Galileo 
and the Science Deniers

DOUBLEDAY | CLOTH | 978-0-385-54385-9  
240 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available
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DAVID BERLINSKI
A Tour of the Calculus

“ [Explains] the concepts from a 
modern viewpoint. The work 
should be especially useful for 
providing perspective to col-
lege and advanced high school 
students currently learning cal-
culus.” —Library Journal

DAVID BERLINSKI
One, Two, Three
Absolutely Elementary 
Mathematics

Filled with illuminating histori-
cal anecdotes and asides on 
some of the most fascinating 
mathematicians through the 
ages, One, Two, Three is a capti-
vating exploration of the foun-
dation of mathematics: how it 
originated, who thought of it, 
and why it matters.

ROBERT OSSERMAN
Poetry of the Universe
A Mathematical Exploration        
of the Cosmos

“ Thoroughly delightful. It shows 
how mathematics and our 
understanding of the universe 
evolve together. Osserman’s 
lucid explanations and pas-
sion make this book daring in 
scope.” —George F. Smoot, 
astrophysicist, University of  
California at Berkeley
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-47429-0 
224 PAGES | $15.00 | E-book available

LEONARD MLODINOW
The Drunkard’s Walk
How Randomness Rules     
Our Lives

“ A wonderfully readable 
guide to how the mathemat-
ical laws of randomness 
affect our lives.” 

WILLIAM POUNDSTONE
Prisoner’s Dilemma
John von Neumann, Game 
Theory, and the Puzzle of the 
Bomb

“ Both a fascinating biography 
of von Neumann, the Hungar-
ian exile whose mathematical 
theories were building blocks 
for the A-bomb and the digital 
computer, and a brilliant social 
history of game theory and 
its role in the Cold War and 
nuclear arms race.”

JOHN D. BARROW
The Infinite Book
A Short Guide to the Boundless, 
Timeless and Endless

SIMON SINGH
Fermat’s Enigma
The Epic Quest to Solve the 
World’s Greatest Mathematical 
Problem
In Fermat’s Enigma, Simon Singh 
tells the astonishingly story of 
the pursuit of Fermat’s Last 
Theorem, which baffled the 
finest minds for more than 
350 years and became the 
Holy Grail of mathematics and 
the lives that were devoted to, 
sacrificed for, and saved by it. 
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-49362-8    
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

JAMES SUROWIECKI
The Wisdom of Crowds

“It has become increasingly 
recognized that the average 
opinions of groups is frequently 
more accurate than most indi-
viduals in the group. The author 
has written a most interesting 
survey of the many studies in 
this area and discussed the lim-
its as well as the achievements 
of self-organization.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-72170-7  
336 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-385-41580-4  
320 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-74788-8  
352 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-7910-0  
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

Cambridge professor John 
Barrow provides a grand 
tour of  infinity and describes 
how this subject has shaped, 
and continues to shape, our 
very sense of the world in 
which we live. 

“This is a useful guide to an 
endlessly fascinating subject.” 
–American Scientist

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3224-2    
352 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

—Kenneth Arrow, winner of   
the Nobel Prize in Economics 
and Professor of Economics 
(Emeritus), Stanford University

—Stephen Hawking, author 
of A Brief History of Time

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27517-2  
272 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—San Francisco Chronicle
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VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97031-7       
384 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

BRIAN CHRISTIAN
The Most Human Human
What Artificial Intelligence 
Teaches Us About Being Alive

“ Humorous and thought-              
provoking. . . . A curious look 
into the history and potential of 
artificial intelligence, and a bril-
liant comparison between artifi-
cial intelligence and our natural 
variety. . . . Christian wants to 
call attention to how special we 
are, and his book is a success.” 

JARON LANIER 
You Are Not a Gadget
A Manifesto

“ A provocative and sure-to-be-
controversial book. . . . Lucid, 
powerful and persuasive. 
It is necessary reading for 
anyone interested in how the 
Web and the software we 
use every day are reshaping 
culture and the marketplace.” 

BRIAN DEAR
The Friendly Orange Glow
The Untold Story of the Rise        
of Cyberculture 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-307-47670-8  
320 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

GARY MARCUS      
and ERNEST DAVIS
Rebooting AI
Building Artificial Intelligence  
We Can Trust
Taking inspiration from the human 
mind, Gary Marcus and Ernest 
Davis, two leaders in the field, re-
veal the steps that must be taken to 
achieve a truly robust artificial in-
telligence. Rebooting AI provides a 
lucid, clear-eyed assessment of the 
current science and offers an inspir-
ing vision of how a new generation 
of AI can make our lives better.

“Artificial intelligence is among the 
most consequential issues facing hu-
manity, yet much of today’s commen-
tary has been less than intelligent: 
awe-struck, credulous, apocalyptic, 
uncomprehending. Gary Marcus and 
Ernest Davis, experts in human and 
machine intelligence, lucidly explain 
what today’s AI can and cannot do, 
and point the way to systems that are 
less A and more I.” —Steven Pinker, 
author of How the Mind Works

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56604-5    
288 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK

NEW

—The Columbus Dispatch

—The New York Times
VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-38997-8 
240 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

MAX TEGMARK
Life 3.0
Being Human in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence

“All of us—not only scientists, 
industrialists and generals—
should ask ourselves what can 
we do now to improve the 
chances of reaping the benefits 
of future AI and avoiding the 
risks. This is the most important 
conversation of our time, and 
Tegmark’s thought-provoking 
book will help you join it.” 
—Stephen Hawking

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97363-9   
640 PAGES | $17.95 | E-book available

“I loved this deep unknown 
history. An incredible tale of 
a rag-tag team of students in-
venting key technologies—flat 
screens, instant messaging, 
networked games, blogging—
decades before Silicon Valley, 
and then they were totally 
forgotten. Your mind will be 
blown.” —Kevin Kelly, Senior 
Maverick for Wired Magazine 
and author of The Inevitable

EDWARD TENNER
The Efficiency Paradox
What Big Data Can’t Do

“Edward Tenner holds hope for 
technology finding a middle way 
that will bring friction back into 
the fold, and the benefits will be 
more than economic—they will be 
cultural, scientific, political, and 
social.” —Sherry Turkle, Abby 
Rockefeller Mauzé Professor of 
the Social Studies of Science and 
Technology at MIT and author of 
Reclaiming Conversation

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-4000-3488-8    
320 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

ANDY GREENBERG
Sandworm
A New Era of Cyberwar        
and the Hunt for the Kremlin’s 
Most Dangerous Hackers 
Andy Greenberg tells the true 
story of the most devastating 
cyberattack in history and the 
desperate hunt to identify the 
elite Russian agents behind it.

“Immensely readable. . . . A 
hair-raising, cautionary 
tale about the burgeoning, 
post-Stuxnet world of state-
sponsored hackers.” 
—The Washington Post

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56463-8    
368 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

NEW

NOW IN PAPERBACK
NOW IN PAPERBACK
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LEONARD MLODINOW
Subliminal 
How Your Unconscious Mind 
Rules Your Behavior

“ With the same deft touch he 
showed in The Drunkard’s Walk, 
Mlodinow probes the subtle, 
automatic, and often unnoticed 
influences on our behavior.” 

LEONARD MLODINOW 
Elastic
Unlocking Your Brain’s Ability                        
to Embrace Change

“ A book of sparkling intelli-
gence, written with humor and 
grace. If you read only one 
book of accessible science this 
year, let this be the one.” 

MICHAEL FINKEL
The Stranger in 
the Woods
The Extraordinary Story of 
the Last True Hermit
A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BEST BOOK 
OF THE YEAR

“An absorbing exploration of 
solitude and man’s eroding 
relationship with the natural 
world.” —The Atlantic

MERVE EMRE
The Personality Brokers
The Strange History of 
Myers-Briggs and the Birth of 
Personality Testing

“This combined dual biography 
and social history seeks explana-
tions for why an admittedly flawed, 
unscientifically proven personality 
test—created in the 1920s by 
a mother-daughter team of two 
untrained pseudointellectuals—                                            
continues to be the most revered 
personality indicator in existence.” 

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-1-101-97414-8    
336 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

SCOTT GRAFTON
Physical Intelligence
The Science of How the Body 
and the Mind Guide Each Other 
Through Life

“Scott Grafton’s own expertise 
in medicine, neuroscience, and 
cognitive science allows him in-
sights few others can contemplate. 
Physical Intelligence will become an 
instant classic.” —Michael S. Gaz-
zaniga, author of The Conscious-
ness Instinct

PANTHEON | CLOTH | 978-1-5247-4732-9  
288 PAGES | $26.95 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-91153-2    
224 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-47225-0    
272 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

—Mark Williams, author 
of Mindfulness, Emeritus                  
Professor of Clinical Psychology, 
University of Oxford

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97016-4  
272 PAGES | $16.00 | E-book available

NOW IN PAPERBACK
—Booklist 

TEMPLE GRANDIN
Thinking in Pictures
My Life with Autism

“There are innumerable astound-
ing facets to this remarkable 
book. . . . Displaying uncanny 
powers of observation . . . 
[Temple Grandin] charts the 
differences between her life 
and the lives of those who think 
in words.” —The Philadelphia 
Inquirer

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-307-27565-3 
304 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

—Daniel J. Simons, professor 
of psychology, University of 
Illinois

ROBERT KOLKER
Hidden Valley Road
Inside the Mind of an American 
Family

In the 1970s six of the twelve 
children in the Galvin family 
were diagnosed with schizo-
phrenia. What took place inside 
their house on Hidden Valley 
Road was so extraordinary that 
the Galvins became one of the 
first families to be studied by 
the National Institute of Men-
tal Health. Their story offers a 
shadow history of the science of 
schizophrenia, from the era of in-
stitutionalization, lobotomy, and 
the schizophrenogenic mother 
to the search for genetic mark-
ers for the disease. And unbe-
knownst to the Galvins, samples 
of their DNA informed decades 
of research that continues today, 
offering paths to treatment, pre-
diction, and even eradication of 
the disease.

DOUBLEDAY | CLOTH | 978-0-385-54376-7 
400 PAGES | $29.95 | E-book available

“Hidden Valley Road contains 
everything: scientific intrigue, 
meticulous reporting, startling 
revelations, and, most of all, a 
profound sense of humanity. It 
is that rare book that can be 
read again and again.” 
—David Grann, author of  
Killers of the Flower Moon
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W. THOMAS BOYCE, M.D.
The Orchid and the 
Dandelion
Why Sensitive Children Face 
Challenges and How All Can 
Thrive

“Boyce’s stellar research on orchid 
and dandelion children will help 
parents and professionals develop 
greater sensitivity to the needs of 
orchid kids who are biologically 
challenged but surprisingly have 
much higher potential. A must 
read for all parents, teachers, and 
psychologists.” —John M. Gottman, 
author of Raising an Emotionally 

DANA GOLDSTEIN
The Teacher Wars
A History of America’s Most 
Embattled Profession

“ Goldstein presents detailed case 
studies from different periods that 
should give pause to any contem-
porary reformer who claims to 
know exactly how to fix public 
schools in America. Her careful 
historical analysis reveals certain 
lessons useful to anyone shaping 
policy, from principals to legisla-
tors.” —San Francisco Chronicle

ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-345-80362-7  
384 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NANCY JO SALES
American Girls
Social Media and the Secret 
Lives of Teenagers

“Sales forces us to face a 
disturbing new reality in a 
book that should be required 
reading for parents, teachers, 
school administrators, 
legislators and the boys’ club 
of Silicon Valley.” 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-8041-7318-6  
416 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

DIANE RAVITCH
Slaying Goliath
The Passionate Resistance to 
Privatization and the Fight to 
Save America’s Public Schools

Former U.S. Assistant Secretary 
of Education Diane Ravitch gives 
an inspiring look at the ways in 
which parents, teachers, activ-
ists—citizens—are successfully 
fighting back to defeat the forces 
that are privatizing America’s 
public schools. 

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-56476-8     
352 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available

NEW

ROB WALKER 
The Art of Noticing
131 Ways to Spark Creativity, 
Find Inspiration, and Discover 
Joy in the Everyday

“In the tradition of John Berger, 
Susan Sontag, and George 
Nelson, Rob Walker offers a 
guide not to looking but to 
seeing—and why the difference 
is crucial.” —Michael Bierut, 
author of Now You See It and 
Other Essays on Design
KNOPF | CLOTH | 978-0-525-52124-2          
256 PAGES |  $22.95 | E-book available

NEW

SALLY SHAYWITZ, M.D.
Overcoming Dyslexia
Second Edition, Completely 
Revised and Updated

“In this gem of a book, Dr. Sally 
Shaywitz uses her voice, her 
images, her brain–and yes, her 
heart–to shine a piercing and 
clarifying light on what we so 
inadequately call ‘dyslexia.’ 
What is more, she shows how 
almost everyone can overcome 
it.” —Daniel D. Federman, M.D.

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-679-78159-2     
608 PAGES | $18.00 | E-book available

GINA RIPPON
Gender and Our Brains
How New Neuroscience 
Explodes the Myths of the Male 
and Female Minds

“The book is, at the core, con-
cerned with the question of 
whether male and female 
brains are different. . . . Rip-
pon’s explanation of how 
we’ve studied the brain in the 
past, and how recent techno-
logical advances are giving us 
increasingly precise tools to do 
so, is endlessly interesting.” 
—Emily Oster, The New York 
Times Book Review

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-0-525-43537-2 
448 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available

—San Francisco Chronicle

MARC SKELTON
Pounding the Rock
Basketball Dreams and Real 
Life in a Bronx High School
Marc Skelton tells the 
thrilling story of the 2016–
2017 basketball season at 
Fannie Lou Hamer Freedom 
High School. He also gives 
a profile of a school that, 
against the odds, educates 
kids from the poorest 
congressional district in 
the country and sends the 
majority of them to college.
ANCHOR | PAPER | 978-0-525-43402-3    
256 PAGES | $17.00 | E-book available NOW IN PAPERBACK

VINTAGE | PAPER | 978-1-101-97021-8     
320 PAGES | $16.95 | E-book available
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The titles in this catalog represent only a small selection of 
our books appropriate for high school classrooms.  

Visit our new Secondary Education website            
prhsecondaryeducation.com where you can:

• Search our entire list by subject, author,
or title

• Browse books by grade level and subject
area

• Discover our latest titles and collections

• View a listing of all our award winners

• Get updates on news items of interest to
educators and their students

• Access helpful resources including teacher’s
guides and sample lesson plans

• Peruse our summer reading suggestions

• Download our latest high school catalogs

• Attending NCTE, NCSS, NSTA, or the College Board’s annual virtual conferences? Be sure to
check out Knopf Doubleday’s virtual exhibit at each of these conferences and browse a selection
of our newest books. Find our free resources on NSTA’s vitual exhibit here.

• Always feel free to e-mail us with any questions or suggestions for your teaching needs. We’re
happy to help!
Contact us at K12education@edu.penguinrandomhouse.com

TALK TO US ONLINE AT

/PRHSECONDARYEDUCATION.COM

/@PRHSECONDARYED
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O R D E R I N G  E X A M I N A T I O N  C O P I E S

Examination copies are available to teachers and administrators who wish to consider 
them for adoption at U.S. high schools To request an examination copy, please email 

us at HSCatalog@edu.penguinrandomhouse.com

Include in your request:

For more in format ion and to order examinat ion copies v is i t us on l ine a t 

www.prhsecondaryeducat ion.com

    Connect with our K-12 consulants today

• Request examination copies of our titles for class use
• Receive course, subject, and reading initiative title recommendations
• Find information on available supplemental materials
• Discover costs and receive ordering assistance

Schools ordering directly from Penguin Random House receive a 25% discount and free  
shipping. Contact us at K12education@edu.penguinrandomhouse.com

• Title and ISBN (13-digit book number) of each book
• Classes and number of students for which you would assign these books
• Your name, job title, department, and full school mailing address and e-mail address

https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com/2019/11/01/how-to-order/
https://penguinrandomhousesecondaryeducation.com
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